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ALBUQUERQUE,

concentrating
the direct authority
over the troopa In his hands. The paper adds that this will not make the
grand duke dictator as the administrative functions will still remain in
the hands of the minister of war. M
Rudiger, minister of war, is understood to have protested vigorously
against the step but probably he will
remain in office. The strike In Moscow is virtually ended.
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RELIEF OF
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OWN CHAMBERMAID

HUNGRY

Army
l

lUl

Scarce in Maneuver
amp at American Lake.

111

Tacoma, Aug. 7. Trouble has descended upon the headquarters camp
at American Lake. From General
Funston down to the newest second
lieutenant all are affected alike. This
morning there was seen at Camp
a sight that was probably never
before seen In the regular army since
the days of Washington and Valley
Forge.
Shortly after reveille had
sounded there emerged from each tent
facing the flagpole atheadquartersone
or more officers each carrying a bundle of bed clothes, which he carefully
spread over the limbs of trees and on
the grass to air.
Then, while all waited, General
Funston himself appeared, bedding in
one hand and wash basin In the other.
He, too, spread his bedding out to air
and then disappeared with the wash
basin for parts secluded. When he returned later the basin shone like burnished silver, so well had It been polished. With a smile the general gathered up his bedding and retreated into
his tent again, where glimpses were
obtained of him as he spread the covers neatly over
- - his ent
- i.i i,
LIU
example of their commander the uRother
uuilci Ula iiKPwise. The trouble was
..
that hell) is a minim
camp.
The other organisations en- .aipeu gine up ail hope of obtaining
stewards or valets long ago, but an
effort was made to provide a force of
"strikers" to do work at headquarters. As soon as they were obtained
however, the men faded away.
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Russian Government Hopes to
Stay Tide of Revolution by
Liberal Expenditure for the
Famine Sufferers,

Denver. Aug. 8. Refusing to b,
sworn In the franchise election case 11
the Denver county court, George N
Ordway. president of the city election
commission, Henry L. Doherty. President of tile Denver Gas & Electric
company. Fred A. Williams, former
chairman of the republican city central committee, and J. Cook. Jr., real
estate dealer, were committed to thv
county Jail today by Judge lien H
Llndsey until they pay tines of $500
cadi for contempt of court. William
Lall and Theodore Griffin,
watchers
appointed by elections commission
who forcibly prevented Sheriff Alexander Xlsbet last night from getting bal'
lot boxes which Judge Llndsey ordered
him to bring Into court, was fined $34
each and their tines were paid. Thi
ballot boxes wanted were delivered o
the sheriff today after Justice Bailey
of the supreme court refused to interTYPHOID ETÍDEMIC
fere with the contest proceedings In
county court. Three of the boxes from
AT NATIONAL CAPITAL precinct 8 of ward 14 were opened in
court today and after count of ballots
was found that there was a slight loss
Rainy Weather Blamed for Outbreak for both tramway and gas oiunpanv
franchises, the former being short
of Disease.
four ballots and the latter seven of the
number entered in the poll hooks In
Washington. Aug. 8. Grave, con- their favor. The examination of balcern is felt at the increase of typhoid lots will be (Continued tomorrow..
fever In Washington In the face of the
opening within the last year of a new srPHF.MF. COURT REFUSES
TO INTERFERE IN CASK
nitration plant and the efforts for six
weeks of a special board of local and
Denver, Aug. 8, Justice George w
national health officials to rind the Bailey, of the state supreme court,
source nf the disease, it was stated at today refused a writ sought by the
the health office that 1!H cases were Denver City Tramway and Denv:
under treatment today, against 17 7 Gas and Electric companies to stay the
yesterday and 1J4 one year ago today proceedings In the franchise election
Thus far this year there have been 417 ontest In the Denver county court
cases of typhoid fever in the District Sheriff Alexander Ntsbet, thereupon
of Columblu.
Dr. William
Peno peaceably took possession of the balC'ompton. an authority on typhoid fevlot boxes which the city election comer as it flourishes in Washington, at-- ' mission had refused to surrender last
hutey hc
tension of the disease to night on the order of County Judge
the failure of residents to boil the wa- Ben B. Hlndsey and the hearing was
ter from the public hydrants befo.-resumed in county court
using. Washington weather for more
Judge Bailey held It contrary to the
than a month has been uncertain and practice of the supreme court for a
unseasonable. One of the officials of single judge during the vacation of the
the weather bureau stated today that court to issue a writ of prohibition or
it had rained twenty days in July.
any restraining order except to preserve the status of property or property rights.
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Na- Gompers Sent for to Bring HarDepositors of Wrecked Chicago Regular Army Soldier and
By Sheriff After Custodians
tional Guardsmen
Lose mony Out of Chaos In ChiInstitution Still
Have a
Are Fined for Resisting OrLives in Mysterious Mannei
cago Convention of TeamChance of Recovering Their
der of District Judge,
Maneuvers,
During
sters' Organization,
Savings,

by

w

Military Court,

,ntlt.,

st. Petersburg, Aug. s. m. Onlplto.
the peasant member, of the hue parliament who was captured redhanded at
Oi nnstadt after the mutiny there, will
be tried, it is
announced!
according to rules of war for Inciting
and participating ll) an armed revolt,
the penalty for which is death: The
authorities are convinced that thr
have a good case against M. Onipko
and hope thot it will involve several
other prominent extremista In the late
parliament to such an extent as to
prevent their
to any futuro
parliament.
The ministry already is beginning a
campaign prepara' y to
the lection of a more tractable parliament In December. The ministers Insist on a pragram that will consist ol
the promulgation of definite reforms
and nomination of candidates who wiil
represent these Instead of letting the
elections go by default as was the casi
in the defunct assembly. They disclaim
all intention of attempting to throttle
public sentiment, but it is noticeable
that their Brat step taken through the
police who were asked to report on
the possible governmental candidates
for seats. The session of the cabinet
toda. wa 4puIu to Uieastises of fa
mine relief, which Is recognized as one
of the most urgent problems in the administration as well as being an eloIt was decided to
quent argument.
recommend to the emperor an additional credit of g J7.500.0OO in addition
to the $7.51)0,000 voted by parliament
for this use, $26,000,000 of which sum
is to provide food and employment tc
from
keep the stricken population
starvation and the remainder for the
purchase of seed grain. Among the
public works recommended are the
construction of flood embankments,
ports and other Improvements on th
Volga, on which the unskilled labor in
the chief famine district could be employed and for which $550,000 wa;
voted at theu recommendation of Premier Stolypin. The cabinet also voted
to extend "the stote of ordinary forced
security' 'to nil districts of the empire
limit is abou
where the semi-annuto expire.
The official telegraph agency tonight reports the formation at
of a reactionary organizati j,i
whose purpose is to exact a life for a
life for every official killed by the
The murder of the
Hertzensleln, Is an example ol
this procedure. The agency also reports an encounter between police and
workmen at Kostrom, during w hich
Cossacks were summoned and diapers-e- d
the crowd with a volley. No mention of the casualties Is made.
The official telegraph agency has is
sued an authorized statement declaring the statement published by the Novo,. Vremya that the emperor Intend
to place the Grand Duke Nicholas
Nlcholalevitch in Immediate Command
of the whole army, to be devoid of ah
foundation.
semi-uffictal-

SOLDIER CONVICTS

NEWGRANDJÍÍRYF0R

ESCAPE FROM PRISON

STANDARD OIL PROBE
Half

Deserters Break Out of
Leavenworth Guard House.
Indictment Found Against ( oinnany
for Receiving Rebates.
Leavenworth, Kas., Aug. 8 Six general military prisoners, all deserters
Chicago, Aug. 8. The federal grand
but one, escaped from the Fort Leavenworth guardhouse shortly before 9 Jury this afternoon returned an ino'clock Sunday night. They were in dictment against the Standard Oil
the bathroom and while two worked company, charging It with having. Illeto dig a holp in the brick wall the oth- gally received railroad rebate on storers sang and made a noise. Then age charges.
By order of Judge Bethea a second
were twenty-thre- e
prisoners in the
guardhouse and it was planned for all hi. uid Jury was drawn late this afterto escape, but a negro cavalry soldier noon and summoned to appear next
at a cavalry barracks noticed them Tuesday morning. This body will tak.'
crawling through the hole In the brick up the investigation of the business
wall and gave an alarm to a sentry methods of the Standard OH company
body
The sentry shot to stop the six who where the present inquisitorial
were outside. They all gained the was compelled to leave off. The secwoods on Sheridan's drive and ure now ond Jury will begin their investigation
at large. The guardhouse Is very weak with March. 1905.
and prisoners break out of It
Itoukhnbors Break Out Again.
Winnipeg, Man., Aug 8. A report
coines from Yorkton, Sask. which go-- s
have
POLICYHOLDERS ATTACH
to Indicate that Doukhobors
again broken out from their settleINSURANCE DEPOSITS ment, forsaken their homes and belongings, and set out on one of their
fanatical pilgrimages. The authorities
San Francisco Men Seek to Stop Ger- who were prepared for such a move,
wasted no time In showing the Douks
IK,TEXNDS
man OMtpinjr From Quitting.
Rl MOR CZAR
they
roust abide by British law In orTHRONE
QUIT
HIS
TO
to become British citizens.
der
is
it
rumored
8.
is
it
Aug.
Vienna,
ringleaders
Thirty-eigof the
San Francisco. Aug. 8. The $585,-00- 0
The
the czar's Intention to abdicate.
by the
themselves corralled
New York by the found
circulation of the report is ascribed Trans-Atlant-deposited in
Fire Insurance com- mounted police, and subsequently were
councillors who
to the reactionary
's
pany of Hamburg, which has disa- sentenced to a year's term In the peniare violently opposing Premier Stoly-plnliability for its losses here, has tentiary at Regina.
reiorm scheme which the czar vowed
by policyholders of San
The yarn adds that the been attached
supports.
to prevent the German corInfernal Machine lit .Moscow.
czar will appoint the Orando Dukes Francisco
withdrawing from the
Aug. 8. An unusucccssful
poration
from
Moscow,
as
Nlcholalevitch,
Nicholas
to
attempt was made this afternoon Of
United States.
by
was
made
up
The attachment
the headquarters building
blow
agents of Walter H. Llnforth, an at- the police.
BOMB Hl'RLED INTO
It was frustrated by the discovery
CftOWDBD RAIUROAD DKPOT8. torney, acting for a few policyholders
here whose claims total obaut $600.-00- of the infernal machine, which had
Sosnowlce, Russian Poland, Aug.
The entire deposit, however, is been hidden in a laundry basket, beA bomb wm thrown today into a
a
trust
railway
fund for the benefit of all of cause of the clicking sound of Its
the
room
at
waiting
crowded
the policyholders In this country, and mechanism.
station. One man was killed and
enIn ease the courts declare the claims
General Markgravsky, deputy govmany wound. A frightful panic
just, this money will be distributed ernor general, was shot dead today by
sued, resulting In the injury or many
revolutionists, at his country home
other persons. The bomb throws?!- es- proportionately.
near here.
caped.
ON
HARTJE
ARRAIGNED
.(limped to Death.
TERRORISTS OOXTTKUE
8t. Louis. Aug. 8. Fire this afterliOOTINO IX POLAND
y
CHARGE
CONSPIRACY
brick buildnoon gutted the
Warsaw, Aug. 8. Terrorists are
ing at Eighth and Walnut streets, ocattacking and robbing!
continually
cupied as the Salvation Army headpostofnees, government spirit shops.
Matthews fell or
treasuries and malls. The governor Millionaire Wiilnn F.xainination and quarters. Joseph Are
escape and was
Jumped from the
general has ordered that hencefortn
3,000 Bond.
Is Held Under
dashed to death on the pavement.
the Inhabitants of the communities
About twenty men were asleep in the
In or near which such crimes occur
from
Pittsburg, Ph., Aug. 8. Augustus rooming department, but It is believed
shall pay the losses resulting
Hartje and his friend. John L. Wels-ho- nil escaped. The loss is estimated at
such robberies.
who, with Clifford Hoe, former $50,000.
wiiii vi'tv sks (
negro coachman
are
for Hartje,
Twenty Passengers Hurt.
TO APPROVE MINISTER
charged with conspiracy In connecSt. Genevieve, M.. Aug. 8. Twenty
Aug. 8. Premier tion with the Hartje divorce case, apSt. Petersburg,
Stolypin has gone to Peterhof to se- peared before Alderman F. M. King passengers were Injured In h head-m- i
cure the emperor's approval of the today for hearing, and. waiving all collision between a passenger and
appointment
of Prince Vassilchlkoff procedure, were held for court under freight train on the Missouri Pacific
a minister of agriculture, m. nios-sofof- f bonds of $3,000, which was furnished railroad Irere today. The engines were
and the tracks torn up tat
as minister of commerce and M. by Attorney
C. Hartje.
a ademolished
Iswolsky as procurator general of the brother of oneEdward
considerable distance. The injured
of the defendants.
Holy Synod.
were token to St. Louis.
Cholera In Madrid
Lynching In Nebraska.
CZAR PERSISTS IN
Madrid, Aug. 8.
sporadic Threatened
Lincoln, Neb., Aug. 8. A lynching
MILITARY DICTATORSHIP cases
been
have
cholera
discovered
of
g
Is threatened at Grand Island where
Aug. 8. Notwlth-atandlnSt. Petersburg,
considerable John Hamblln shot and probably fa- -.
the Improvement of the sit- here, and have caused
Is
to
The
alarm.
disease
attributed
tally wounded nis sweetineari
uation produced by the collapse of
on
Erugallles. while she was on her
the strike, the Novoe Vremya .,n- contaminated water. A committee efhygiene
has
taken
Immediate
and
way to a street carnival with a comtoday
intention
It
is still the
nounces
of the emperor to place the Grand fective steps to prevent Its spread. A pany of young people. Hamblln was
Duke Nicholas Nlcholalevitch In lm- - number of suspected wells have been infatuated with the girl but hie affection waa unrequited.
mediate command of the whole army, i ordered closed.
a Dozen
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Counsel for International Com-

mittee

Secures Order on

Mutual Company for Addresses of Insured.

Austin, Texas. Aug. 8. Two deaths
Chicago. Aug. 8. A strong effort
occurred at Camp Mabry today mak- was made tonight to get the warring MEN
'
RESPONSIBLE FOR
ing three since the federal mobiliza- factions of the International BrotherTURNS OVER PROPERTY tion here July it, Jesse Canliss, of. hood of Teamsters, who are holdln;.; SCANDALS STILL CONTROL
their fourth annual convention in ChiFort Worth, attached to Troop K of cago,
together in harmony for the electhe First cavalry, United States army, tion of officers tomorrow, but It was
Valuable Assets Owned by Fu- was shot in the mountains during the without success. Several conference Directors and Officers Accused
maneuvers. He died In a
time. between emissaries of both faction1-werheld tonight, but neither side was
gitive Officer Now in Hands All the men are supposed toshort
of Using Unfair Means m
have had willing to compromise and unless
of Receiver
Crowds Still blank cartridges in their guns, and It President Shea or Albert Young, leadEfforts to Prevent CommitIs not known how the killing occurred. er of the seeders, recedes from his
Roger W. Lockhart, of Dallas, who positions, two sets of officers will be
Clamor for Coin,
tee From Nominating Ticket
was a member of the Texas battery elected.
A message was
sent to President
held artillery, was hurt, it Is said in
Chicago, Aug. 8. Theodore Stens-lana pesBonal encounter and on it be- Samuel Gompers of the American FedNew York. Aug. 8, The Mutual
ing ascertained that he was badly in- eration of Labor to come to Chic,ig, Life
vice president of the Milwaukee
i.
company was ordered
jured
he was sent lo the city hospital, and make an effort to bring about an by Justice in.
tlelgericti today to furnish
Avenue State hunk and son of where he died today.
difficulty
of
the
settlement
amicable
was
His death
B
correct
list
of
its policyholders to
the fugitive president or thit institu- not due to any trouble While in camp. but it is not believed he will be able lo
the International Policyholders comtion, lias come to ihe rescue of Ihe An investigation will be made as to Beach Chicago in time to prevent the mittee
and to tile a similar correct list
split unless the election which is with the
22,000 depositors and tonight it Is the Killing of Canliss.
state Insurance department
is postponed.
tomorrow
scheduled
for
.it Albany within ten days. The order
the general belief of those win, are
was Issued in response to an applicaendeavoring lo straighten out
the MARINES MUTINY AT
JAPANESE SEAL
tion for a writ of mandamus made by
affairs of the bank that there Is an
Colonel
A. M. Shook of Tennessee
LEAGUE ISLAND YARD
excellent chance tlwit all those who
POACHERS KILLED member of the committee, and was
opposed by counsel for the Mutual
Rave deposits in the faded instituLife company.
Justice Getgerich detion will receive almost dollar for Men In Double Irons us Result of
dollar when a final settlement
Government Agent Protects American nied the application of the polio
is
holders' committee that their circuDrunken Frolic Near Philadelphia.
made. The' improved condition of
Rookeries in Alaska.
lars be sent to policyholders on the
the bank's affairs was brought about
stencils prepared by the company.
by young Stensland, Who tonight anPhiladelphia. Aug. S. It became
In his argument on behalf- of the
New York, Aug. 8. Further details
nounced that he would turn over to
live
petition, Samuel I'ntermyei. counsel
today
in
are
that
marines
Of the killing of live Japanese poachReceiver Fetter tomorrow ill the real known
estate and personal property of Paul double irons on board the recruiting ers in PribilolT islands is contained In for the commlttei'. said that they hud
twelve pMtoMcf experts to
U. Stensland, his father.
Til.' son ship Lancaeter, at the League Island a dispateli to the Herald dated Dutch employed
assiot in getting the committee's cirplaces a valuation of $600,000 on this navy yard and ten sailors are under Harbor, Alaska, July L'6, via Seward, culars
out to policyholders, and thai
collateral, and he stated tonight that arrest as a result of a mutiny on Mon Alaska. August 7, which says:
19 per eent Of the envelopes were reFive Japanese were shot and kllle.t turned
he had full authority to make the day nlghl in which two Of the mutito them undelivered, (in the
transfer of the property for the bene- neers were badly Injured. The boat- on the Island of St. Paul, off PrihilorT
Other hand he saiil the company, havor
group,
by
Agent
Order
of
Lcmpke,
fit of the depositors.
Arrangements ing party went to Gloucester where it
a correct list, are sending circuwere made tonight for a meeting to- is alleged they sold their uniforms. the department of commerce and la- ing
17, as the result of a raid lars to the policyholders without deon
July
bor
morrow between Vice
money
Prosldent With the
thus obtained beer
lay in an effort to
votes in
Stensland and Receiver Petzer when was purchased and smuggled Into by four Japanese schooners on the favor of thí" trustees Influence
nominated by the
the holdings of the father will be camp, A score of men became intox- seal rookeries. The revenue cutter present administration
of the
placed In the hands of Receiver Fet-ze- r. icated and attempted to leave the McCulloch reached here from Ht. Mutual. He described ticket
this as Infatwelve prisoners, two mous,
According to Stensland the yard. A light ensued during which Paul today with
saying;
The
property of his father Is of such a several shot were Hred before the of whom are seriously wounded.Deputy
"We are.liu ysrll.of not being ahl Ua
prisoners were turned over to
character that it can be realized up- mutineers were subdued.
a ticket unless the faclhu,
Marshal Harmon.
The Japanese, nominate
on without any delay,
we demand iro granted us"
discovered,
when
slaughtered
had
Paul O. Stensland, president and
of counsel for the M:;
more than two hundred seals, many ,...,Mr.r IBrewster
.
..
i
Henry O. Herlng, cashier, ure still at SUCCESSFUL ASCENT
-(nS HtVMtRR
Ill
of them cows, and those who escaped j,,i.i ijiie ll, ',',large and search for these fugitives l.
company
was
am
not
away
120
mai
notion :o
The
skins.
about
carried
OF MOUNT BAKER
being made all over the country. Iiv
raiders refused to surrender and supply the list weak by week ns Mr
thousand pictures of the two officials
Agent Lemuke ordered the native I'ntermoycr contended, but lo supply
are being prepared, with full descripguard to tire on them. Many prison- one list, which had been done.
tions of both, and these will be spread Mammae tarty Reach Summit After ers were taken but most of them were
During a sharp exchange between
broadcast throughout the world.
Perilous Trip,
allowed to return to their vessels as Mr. I'ntenne.ver and Mr. Hrewster, Mr
At one time this afternoon It apwas
to
insufficient
the guard
control IJnlermey'er said:
peared as if there would be serious
so many.
"My friend has made the statement
Bellingham. Wash., Aug.
8. Six
trouble with depositors who swarmed
that the personnel of the company Is
around the doors of the fulled bank members of the Mazainas party reach- FLOOD DAMAGE
not the same as it was during legislaWhile fully a thousand of the depos- ed tho summit of Mount Baker yestive Investigation. Not a few scapeitor shouted their protests over $300,-00by the main pow
terday after a perilous ascent.
The
PLACED AT MILLION goatsbutwere sacrificed
was removed from the vaults el party, starting at 5:30 a. m. from the
the men who are responsible
it.
the institution to those of the National temporary camp of the Mazamas by
for all the scandals und thievery of
Bank of the Republic, where it will b, tunneling in places through the ice
this company are In power today "
AnFe
Trafile
on
Resumes
Santa
San
held for safekeeping until next Tues-day- , and snow, succeeded in getting around
Justice (iiegerich said he would Isgelo Branch in Texas.
when It is said distribution to the what had seemed Impassable barriers
sue the order desired except insofar a
depositors will be made. The removal and reached the top. A new fissure of
it applied to the nee of the poiSpany'a
of the money put the crowd in an an- considerable size was discovered and
stencils.
8.
Aug.
Fort
Report:
Worth.
Texas.
gry mood, and it took a big police
ll
steam arose from hundreds of small
IndiHoods
from
in
the
the
territories
to keep the excited throng froir cracks near the crater.
From many cate thai the damage will lie great
Will Not Apologize to Japan
upsetting the patrol wagons, which of these boiling water bubbled forih,
Washington. Aug. I. Anting Secestimates place the los?
wee tilled with blue coats.
according to the reports received here Conservative
at 11, 000,009, suffered mostly by the retary of State Bacon has sent AmA statement of the bank's oftalrs ll by the Herald.
bassador Wright at Tokio the subrailroads.
promised for next Monday by Rank
A dispatch from Temple. Tex., says stance of a dispatch received by the
Jones.
Wants Job Chopping oír Heads.
Examiner
department of commerce and lahot
Santa Fe railroad off lei,
Theodore Stensland, who was arres;-eLondon, Aug. 8. Fred Smith, a sa- that the
from Solicitor Sims at Sitka. Alaska.
report the resumption of traffic regarding
yesterday on a warrant charging loonkeeper of
of the Japanese
the k
Bethnal Green, has on the San Angelo branch, whioh ha
him with violation of the banking laws
llshermen on St. Paul island. There
of Illinois, accompanied by his attor- been hunting for seven years to secure been tied up by Hoods.
no
is
of offering an apology
Reports were also received here to- as theintention
ney and bondsmen appeared In court the position of public executioner. He
state department regards the
in fishermen as poachers, us they were
this afternoon and by agreement the Offered liis services to the authorities day from Hallingcr and Brownwood
hearing was postponed until August six tittWS, bul has always been refused. the Hooded district which say that within the three-millimit and 'lie
He will now apply to Denmark, which train service was resumed tuduy.
dispatch from Btma emphasizes thi
18th.
recently advertised for a "reliable
fact.
BEpedltlon lo Far North.
sturdy executioner," being attracted,
BA.MiKH FLED CHICAGO
Ad8.
Aug.
Ottawa,
The
steamer
Condemned Prisoner ICscaiM-s- .
WITH DIVORCED WOMAN not only by jjté fee, which Is $1164 fOl
venture,
Major Moodle and a deS.
Pa., Aug
Newcastle.
The Tribune today says: "A state each execution, together with an al- tachment with
of Northwest mounted poof affairs more startling and shocking lowance for expenses, but by the oc- lice, sailed tonight
under sentence of death for
Sydfrom
North
in
Licasional sea trip the position would ney
than had been hinted at previously
murder of his brotherln-law- i
Hudson Bay. Major Moodie's tin'
my Barbar, secapad from the coenfy
connection with the collapse of the necessitate if he secures It. He also son, for
was on the expedí tin
iv ho
of
rewas
bank
State
Milwaukee Avenue
thinks the excitement of chopping off 1905. had Intended Joining the party Jail some time last night. His High:
vealed tonight when it beuume plain a head now und then would relieve the at Halifax
or North Sydney, but could was not discovered until noon today
that through barefaced forgery Presimonotony of serving beer. He does not not
there before the steamer sail- and bloodhounds were put on his trail
dent Paul O. Stensland had plunrered think he would have any trouble In ed. pel
The principal achievement which within half an hour. (('Toole Is said ti
his own bank systematically through handling the heavy axe used by the. the expedition
in view for tho have unquestionably had outside aid In
a period of years. There has been headsman in Denmark, as he has bets' coming winter ishas
the
establishment
of digging through the brick walls. He is
Stensland's
discovered In President
a route of communication between said to be a desperate man.
own
safety deposit box a series of long accustomed to chopping wood.
Fort Churchill, on Hudson Bay, and
memoranda, detailing how the bank
Norway House, the Hudson Hay com-isin- y
Hallan killed and Robbed.
Maude OOSHM Gets Separation.
was looted. The amount taken from
post at the head of Like WinParis, Aug 8. The civil tribune of
Somerset. I'a.. Aug. 8. Andrew Dothe savings o 22.000 persons, as set
nipeg.
Is some 500 the Seine today confirmed its deeree
The
down In Stenslahd's handwriting, Is minico, employed by the Merchants' miles. At Splitdistance
Lake, midway beMrs. Maude Oonne
$1,003,000.
The money went to the Coal company at Salisbury, was found tween Fort Churchill and Norway, granting
(known as the Irish Joan of
support of Stensland's real estate unconscious near his home today Norway, there is a post of the comspeculations and his line household in While returning from work he hail pany, and the mounted pifllcewill es Arc), a Judicial separation from Major MacHrlde. but the tribunal refusIrving purk. According to the police been attacked by a man who crushed
two other Intermediate posts. al her an absolute
divorce on His
some of it also went latterly for lux- his skull with un ax and then robbed tahllsh
Is expected that during the winter .ground of her Irish nationality.
It
Mrs,
uries for a certain woman, or women him of 4li(l. He died shortly after two mails will be put through from M o
Bride wus awarded the custody of
It was Intimatfriends of .Stensland
being discovered. Joseph Desancesco Hudson Buy by this route.
her child.
ed that when the hank president lied suspected of Ihe crime, was arreste
he was accompanied by a divorced and the stolen money, It Is alleged
Monument to Marat.
OOUlIt Treasurer In Trouble.
woman, who is still with him,"
was found in his clothes. He wus lodgParis, Aug. 8. A statue of Marat
Akron, O , Aug. 8. Examiners re- ed In Jail here this afternoon,
was set up in the
Both
DETECTIVES START
men have families in Italy.
a number of years ago when It had to pOrted today that County Treasurer"
AJTF.R FI G1TIVE OI'ITCERS
be removed on account of the outcry Smith is liuble to charges of embetfl
Chicago, Aug. 8. State Bank Exfaent In loaning the public funds for
Fireman Scalded to Heath.
by those who have no admiraraised
aminer Junes announced' today that
tion lor the man who took suoh a his own profit. More than a quarter of
Aug.
8.
Chicago,
MeCann
Charlea
a million Is still outstanding.
he had unearthed conclusive evidence
Negri)
of Dixon, in., was killed and prominent part In the reign of terror. $oo, nuo was out at the time tin as
that President Stensland. of the Mi- Drenan,
The Paris municlpul council has now
W.
city.
LoHkman,
A.
engineer,
of
this
lwaukee Avenue bank, had been guilty
decided that this hero of the revolu- lamination was begun, but much bin
of highly criminal acta In conducting severely Injured tonight when part of'
rowed money has been returned since
- tion Is to have a memorial raised to
on
Chicago
Northcoal
the
a
and
train
the business of the bank. Mr. Jones
t.
htm in the airk of the
I
road
Jumped
an
track
western
the
statement
the
confirmed the
that
.limy Bodies in Wreck.
frauds amount to over a million dol- fell twenty feet down an embankment
Cartagena. Spain. Aug. 8. A diver
lars. Detectives were sent to Michi- at Fourth avenue and Klnzle Ntreet.
Open Market in Manchuria.
assisting in the salvage of the wreckgan today In pursuit of Henry W. The engine and two cars aie wreck
London, Aug. 8. In the house of ed steamer Sim, says he saw seventy
Herring, the fugitive cashier.
Mr. ed. MeCann was scalded to death.
commons today In reply to a question luidles In the Interior of the vessel.
Jones said today he had no direct
on the subject Foreign Secretary Jrey Subscriptions for the relief of the des
Quimil Bail in Killing.
proof against Herring for whom he
announced1 that there were no longer titule survivors amount to $25,090.
swore out a warrunt yesterday.
Vlneland, X. J., Aug. 8. Nicholas any restrictions on Jforelgn trade In
Uertie, a well known resident of this Manchuria. Two British consuls, he
Had Washouts In Oklahoma.
Vlctorv for GtoVtTOflMM Work.
city, was shot and killed today by added, will shortly be appointed to
Ctty, Aug. I. Heavy
Oklahoma
Washington, Aug. 8. The signal Alexander Corella, a prominent far- posts in Manchuria.
washouts are reported on the Rork
corps headquarters in this city ha: mer living near this place. Both had
Island, Manta. Fe, and the Missouri.
Coal Mine Fire.
ben advised that the cable duplexing been to a party and Hertie accompanKaunas
Texas railroads, and all
apparatus sent to Seattle for use on ied Corella lo the latters' home. Ñ'ear
Pottsvllle, Pa.. Aug. 8. -- There wtti :t ii.iuis entering the city are delayed.
fir,
mm
.aw- In
today
Pine
the
the Alaskan line has been a complete the house the men quarreled.
East
serious
success.
Knot collerles of the Philadelphia and
Disastrous Floods in M"x!oo.
FjigliKW Killed.
Reading Coal and Iron company neat
The duplexing equipment for use on
Durango, Mexico, Aug. 8. Heavy
the Alaskan cable Is the first eva.
rains caused the large reservoir of thn
Oakland, Aug. 8 John Qibb, an this place. Loss tioo.ooo .
manufactured In this country, and was engineer on one of the lodi traction
Iron Mountain iron works here to
M' 'll,,, Kings In Kngland.
made In the signal corps department trains, was killed Instantly near Over-acke- r,
burst flooding this city of SO, 000 peoMine Melbs sai't ple and
London. Aug. 8
in Washington, and at a cost that is
the surrounding country.
about ten miles from Liver-mor$22.000 less than manufacturers tn.ik
in an accident that overturned at a concert today at Blackpool. She .nore man a flosen ratalltls are reit for. It was also made in several an engine and three cars, landing was accompanied on the violin by A- ported. The city was inundated to a
Many adobe
months less time than manufacturers them In the ravine helbw, at 4:30 lbert Spalding, son of J. W. Spalding, depth of three feet.
of New York, who also played a solo buildings are destroyed.
would contract to make it.
o'clock this afternoon.
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occupied In agrtoelture, transportation
and other outdoor pursuits, and 16 per
BOND INSANITY INCREASES
cent engaged In manufacturing and
mechanical Industries. For males alone
were
the corresponding percentages
30.7. 31.7, and 21.4. Of the females.
68.3 per cent had been servants, t.i
N THE UNITED
HIS
per cent dressmakers and 4.8 per cent
teachers In schools.
Of the 328 hospitals for the insane.
226 are public and 102 private In character. Althougii only 69.5 per cent .:
more than
HEADING
STATES
3S.330 in these hospitals ate public,of
was Í0.6S5 In 1S80,
the insane
82.6. per rent,
1890, ami 78.523 on December 31. 1903
at public
supported
are
hospitals
in
1S8"
in
20.307
females
of
Insane
and
caji not
25,(i8 In 1890. and 71,628 on Deeeft) expense. While exact figures
cost of mainobtained,
annual
be
the
- .
ne
iw,oer
ml, iin.
i
qwhj
i
iri
In publ.'e hospitals is
..r corresnondintr
Hearing of Boy Charged With N iimhpr nt nmntpc nf Aevlimielaaa
nonaution in tenance of insane
This
1 1 UOU.OOO'.
1880, 180, and 1903 were, respectively fo.nrniimati.lv
Income from pay patleitls
for Mentally Defective Has 80.9. 19 5. and 180.; for males and cludea the sources.
Mirabel Murder Postponed
82.4, 116.8. and 182 for females. Whih and other
I ecble-More Than Doubled
insane In hospitals t.. popbilled in Instituí Ions.
At Request of His Counsel
Past the ratioIs ofIncreasing
for each sex. it i.'
ulation
1890 the number of Institutions
In
Increasing faster among males than for the care of the
was
d
Until August 15.
Thirteen Years,
among females. This condition sug- 20 public
4 private, while on Pc
and
gests that In the country as a whole comber 31, 1803, the corresponding
tendency towards Insanity Is great numbers were 28 and 14, an Increase
Washington, Aug. 8. The bureau of the
Pedro Alario, the Santa Fe hoy arer among the former than among thej
and 10 private Institutions
rested Tuesday ivenlnj? at Uluewa-te- r the census has just published a report latter. So far as can be Judged from of 8 public
figures it Is evident that
these
From
Sheriff Muntoya. on Insane In hospPals
by Ieputy
and feeble-minde- d hospital returns, the foreign born very little provision has been made for
charRtd with the muriler of Pedro
institutions in be CnlteJ white is the only class In which insan- the care of this class of dependents
Mirabel In Old Albuqueraue on the States. in
The Inquiry that formed the ity Is more likely to occur among fe- Twenty-fou- r
states and territories ore
night of Julv 4th. wan released
eveninjr after his preliminary basis of this report was conducted un- males than among males.
without any institution, either pubThe negroes as a class are not rcp- lic or private, while two have one prihearing had been postponed and after der the direction of Mr. John Koren
he had furniihid the $500 ball fixed expert special agent, and tin- work of resented in the hoipitals for the In- vate institution each. The uorth cenby Justice of the 1'eace Jose Miguel collection and compilation was per- sane in proportion to their numbers. tral states constitute the only rrouP "
ll. O. formed under the supervision of the This condition dots not exist in the which each state has al least one pubChaves In Old Albuquerque,
Bursum of Socorro and Refugio Luna lata William A. King, chief statistician north, but It is marked In the south, lie institution for the
appear as Alarld's bondsmen.
for vita! statistics.
in which the negroes constitute a comThe number of feeble-mindAland, who is a son of a justk-- of
paratively large part of the population.
In institutions on December
is insanity Defeasing?
country,
the peace in Santa Fc. Is little more
thi:tl 1m:t was 14.347. and the numbrl'
To the question whether or not in- In this latter section of
negro
than twenty years old. Hp stuutly de- sanity
is
during 1901
however, the proportion of
admitted to lnstitutioi
Is
the statistics col- among
nies all connection with the slaugh- lected by Increasing,
Insane is an indext of the was 2.599, a total of HI. 948. Accordthe
a
Inquiry
this
do
not
afford
tering of Mirabel, although he admit!
made for them rather than ing to the best authorises, the nurnben
having known the woman with whom conclusive answer, us they are restrict- I aprovision
register
of the extent of Insanity of feeble-minde- d
in thi general poputo
ed
In
It
hospitals,
an
Insane
the
over
whom
Mirabel was infatuated
150,000, or more
among
them.
Is
less
not
than
lation
arose,
therefore,
ex
not
do
full
measure
trouble
the
the
general
belief
la the
m iny as there are
prevalent
as
eight
be
more
to
seems
times
Insanity
than
Montoya
In
Deputy
of
tent
Insanity
community;
by
but
iptured
the
ll.
the numthey reveal a remarkable Increase In among the foreign born whites than in Institutions. Dorlng 1904discharge.!
in the Zuni mountains after the
ber of Inmates who were
ha. I followed him for three day. the class of Insane to which they re- among the native whites.
Atari. undo no attempt nt resistance late. Luring the thirteen years which
None of the insane in hospitals nr.? died, or were transferred was 1,435.
popand has lost no opportunity since hisis have elapsed since the last census under 12 years of age. Thi: majority Therefore the net Increase In thefeeblearrost to assert his Innocence. He
of the Insane the number of hospitals of the Inmates became insane between ulation of Institutions for the
represented by Attorney Elfcgo Baca for the care of the Insane has more 20 and 15 years of age, 60.7 per cent minded was 1.164.
of Socorro.
The youthfulncss of the feeble-minde- d
than doubled, the total number being of the Insane being between those ages
In institutions is evidenced by the
Alarld. the story of whose arrest was 14)1 in 890 and 328 on December 31 when first admitted to hospitals. In
r.V Aer cent are
under 20
fuel ili.-itold in the Morning Journal Wednes1903.
In the number of every section of the country the maxiThe
Increase
day, was brought to Albuquerque yester- hospitals was accompanied by a simi- mum concentration occurs between thi years of age and 85 per cent under
county
day morning and placed in the
are very
lar Increase in the number of Inmates ages of 25 and 35 years, the period be 30. Most of the
Jail. His hearing was fixed for 2 the total being 74, 028 In 1(90 and lug 30 to 34 years in the northern and young when admitted to institutions,
the
Peace
o'clock before Justice of
150,151 on December 81, utos, in 1880 Western states and 25 to 29 years in .It;. 5 per cent being under 15 years of
Chaves, but owing to an Injury suf- the
number of insane in hospitals was the southern states. This difference age. 77.2 per cent under 20, and SfO.l
yesClancy
Attorney
by
District
fered
40,942. The number of Insane in arises from the fact that the southern per cent under 30. The few admitted
terday morning, a continuance wan only
are at least 30 are committed for
This was hospitals per 100,000 of population In- states contain most of the negroes, who keeping
asked by the territory.
rather than for training
granted and later counsel for the pris- creased from si. 6 In 18S0 to 118.2 In among whom insanity appears at in safe
890, and 186.2 on December 31. 1903 earlier age than among the whites. and education.
oner asked that the hearing be postof the
More than thttn-tentponed until August Kth and the pris- t'ndoubtedly a large part of this in-- I The foreign born whites show tne
In institutions are afflicted
This was ri ase In ratios is due to an Increased highest average at admission to hospioner admitted to ball.
with addi
granted and Alarld's bond was use of hospitals by those who in the tal! for the insane. This is what in olher wavs. Of those
are
d
past had a
prejudice would be expected, as there are very tional defects, about three-fifth- s
promptly furnished.
The sheriff and his deputies de- against them, and to a more complete few vonnir nersons in this class, and DO epileptics. As would be expected In .sc
to enter the class in which so large a proportion
cline to discuss the ground upon enumeration, particularly at the la.-- insane are permitted
not only mentally but otherwise deWhich the arrest of Alarld was based, census.
Nevertheless these flgur
country as Immigrants.
but tt is generally known that he hail point to an Increase In the extent f The distribution of the Insnne In hos- tective, the death rate is very high, be1.. n
33.9 per 1,000. With respect to
in Albuquerque prior to the insanity in the country as a wh ale,
by present age Indicates that the ing age
at death, 80 per cent died bemurder of Mirabel and that he was This view Is emphasized by the fac, pitals
the
the
longer
than
Insane live
30 years of age. The age
reaching
acquainted with the woman who was that In proportion lo the population of female
fore
emphasized
is
This fact
questioned fcin connection with the the country the number of Insane In male insane.
the largest propor
containing
group
Is
considered.
age
at death
ase and who afterward went to Santa hospitals In 1903 was larger than tin When Ihe
per cent of those who died
tion,
22.8
17.7
and
of
per
female
cent
19.5
the
Fo. where It Is asserted Alarld followed total number
of Insane, Including per cent Of the males who died in hos- was the period, 15 to 19 years, which
Jier.
In pitals being at least 70 years of age. II also showed the maximum concentra
In
hospitals,
enumerated
not
those
Friends of the young man say with 1 110; the ratios here compared being
d
in institu
tion of the
is also observed that the white Insane
assurance that he had no connection 186.2
tions.
I
190
in
population
of
100,000
per
35.2
negro
insane,
Uve
longer
the
than
that
with the butchery of Mirabel and
in Institutions
Of the feeble-mindand II8. in 1880.
per cent of the former and 53.7 por
his Innocence will be quickly
supported at public
The increase In the number of In- Si nt of the latter who died in hospitals 81.5 per cent are
expense, 10.8 per cent at public and
sane In hospitals par 100,000 of popu- being under 15 years of age.
private expense, and 7.7 per cent at
particuany
to
is
confined
not
I'V.H
lation
cent
per
More
than
COMMERCE.
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expense.
lar section of the country, for between of the total insane in hospitals had private
903 there was an lucre as890
and
for
of
Institutions
such
been
Inmates
The Intense itching characteristic
Wall SI reel.
ín
ratio In each slate and terriof salt rheum and eczema is Instantly
New York. Aug. 8. The stock mar-Ve- t tory.the In many States, particularly the less than one year! about
16.4 per cent, from five to nine years; allayed
by applying Chamberlain's
developed quite a positive reacstates, the rotlo is still small and over
10.5 per cent, from Salve.
A
a cure for skin diseases
tionary tendency as the outcome or southern
because hospital facilities ar ten to fourteen years. Less than
Is unequaled.
For sale by
salve
this
the growing Irregularity for several partly
Inadequate
and partly because sonv!
1.1 per cent, had been In all druggists.
clays past. Closing quotations:
averclasses of the population have an
hospitals at least twenty years.
102
Amalgamated Copper
sion to the use of the hospitals proOf the Insane in hospitals whose forIM
Albuquerque Bowling Alleys.
Sugar
vided.
256
mer occupations could be ascertained,
Anaconda
Enter the competitive high score
2
of
The number
insane admitted to 41.6 per cent had been employed as contest. Prizes awarded August 20th
Atchison
hospitals during 1904 added I" the laborers and servants, 22.5 per con! to highest rollers.
100
do preferred
228
New Jersey Central
60 M
Chesapeake & Ohio
185
Ft. Paul, preferred
93
Illg Four
37
Colorado & Southern
70 4
do first preferred
C2 hi
do second preferred
4 3
F.rle
36
Interbnrnutfh
76
do preferred
94',
Missouri Pacific
14 1,4
Twenty-sixt- h
Ni N York Central
135
Pennsylvania
St. Louis A Ben Francisco, sec44
ond preferred
75
Southern Pacific
94
Union Pacific
40
United Plates Steel
105
lo preferred
United States Ponds
104 V
Refunding T registered
do coupon
!04i
103 Vj
Refunding 3's. registered
coupon
103 U
do
103 'i
registerd
Old
104 j
do coupon
129
New 4's registered
129
do coupon
M .ney ..n csjl, stea.lv. at í'j'.i.l per
cent; prime mercantile paper, at 2'i
tf( 2
in r cent. Silver. 65tyc.
The Métele.
New York. Aug. I. Copper was
unchanged in I...n .n with spot clos
ing at 83 7fl 'id and futures al III
was
17s fid. Locally the market
steady, with lake quoted at $ 1 8.f.2's í
18.75; ilpctiolvtlc. at $lS.37Va 18.50:
Lead
at 11 8.00 íí 1 S.25.
and
was unchanged at $5.75 in the local
U
3d
to
market, but advanced Is
13s 9d In London. Spelter wan unchanged In both markets with London
D.
Rosenwald,
P. F. McCanna, Mgr
Sol Luna,
losing at 26 15s and the local marSilver, 6:c.
ket at Í6.00ÍÍ 6.10.
Mexican dollars, 50V4c.
Chicago Hoard of Trade.
W'hlcago. Aug. 8. Slack demand by
eg porte ra offset continued rains In the
northwest and southwest and resulte)
In u steady tone In the local wheat
market at the close, final quotations on
September being unchanged trom
closing prices.
September
Wheal opened at 73"4- to
sold
up to 73(i ic and then declined to
7JV4c,
was
at
the low
73ttc. The close
polnj. September corn opened at 4 Dito Mile sold up to 49c and close.)
at 4.9tyc. September oats opened at
to llttc, "old between 31'.,. and
31Sl- and . lowed at 31t.
Kausas Clly Live Stock.
Kansas City, Aug, I. Cattle re7,000;
market,
ceipts,
steady to
strong.
Native steers, 8400ft 6.00,
southern steers. .7&t4.50; southern
cows. 82.00(3.25; native cows and
heifers. 82.003.25; stixkers and feed
ers. 82.254 4.05; bulls. I2.75H 3.25;
calves. 83.255.50; western fed steers.
83.76ÍÍ 6.00; western fed cows. 82.00

PENDING

ALBUQUERQUE,

ltOS.

MEXICO

NEW

Capital and Surplus, $100,000.004

1

four-fifth-

t,

MONTEZUMA TRUST COMPANY

number on December SI, 103. makes
a total of 1 7. 773 Insane persons present in hospitals during the whole or a
part of thi year IN 4. Of this number
49.822, or 24.8 per cent, were admitted
during the year; 22.524. or 113 per
cent, were discharged; 4.434. or ".2
per cent, died; and 4, 775, . r I t P"r
cent, were transferred la other
Of the discharged. 7li per cent
were classed as Improved.
The number of insane males in
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Thursday, August

ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

INTEREST ALLOWED

s.

THE JAFFA

THE STATE NATIONAL BANK

1

GROCERY COMP'Y

NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE,

feeble-minde-

yis-terd-

Visitors always welcome in our
Bakery,

See

THIS BANK OPENED FOR BUSINESS APRIL 18, 1904

where Vour

We Invite your attention to the following statement,
sliowln mhe business growth of this Bank since Its
j
orguulzution.

Bread comes from.

....

J

-

Iccble-milWie-

$100,000.00
Capital Paid in
Surplus and Profits 20,000.00

"Good Things to Eat"

Deposits
Deposits
Deposits
Deposits
Deposits
Deposits
Deposits
Deposits

u.

fc'1"-merat-

ed

Our "KHACK CREAM" Bread.
Ask

For It

at the end of first day
at the end of first week
at the end of first month
at the end of first six months
at the end of first year
at the end of eighteen months
at the end of two years
June 18, 1900

$ 10,166.02
19,172.00
31,821.82
02,750.13
109,063.80
298,320.81
377,332.37
434,502.31

,

er

I

We are now bakitiR that famous
"Krack Cream Bread." and It is
Without doubt the finest evCf
sold in the eity. Call and see IL

INTE It EST PAID OX TIME DEPOSITS AT THE RATE OF FIVE
ANNUM. SAFETY DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT

PER CENT PER

1

feeble-minde-

WITH AMPLE MEANS
FACIXJTIEg

Our i'AKKS and I'IKS have already won a place for themselves in the hearts of the ladies

COMMERCE" ALBUQUERQUE,
BANK OF

deep-roote-

L

.

feeble-minde-

Have you tried them?

capital,

H

'!,

They could not be made any
better, nor better material used.
In three sizes.
Cakes, 25c, 10c. 50c.

!les,

11

i

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.

of Albuo.uero.ue.

feeble--

hs

minded

,

AND UNSURPASSED

d

sise.eM.M.

Officers and Directors:
COLOMON LUNA, President.
W.

H.

ETRICKLER,

J.

O.

y

W. 9. JOHNSON.

and Cashier.

Assistant
WILLIAM McINTOSH.
GEORGE ARNOT.
A. M. BLACK W ELL.
RALDRIDGK.
O. K. CROMWELL.
Vloe-Prcelde- nt

5c, 10c, 20c.

,

I

eee.e.eee.

f'ak;',
Rolls, German Coffee
Buns, Doughnuts, Jiiy Cake
etc., all so good they "melt in
your mouth.'

Special Rates to the West

ed

one-fourt-

You should plan to take that trip to California. You will cn- :
r
Tr !i ji
me uiane.
juy it..
visit me uranai
Canyon and Petrified Forest. Liberal limit and
Los Angeles and return, $36.00.
San Diego and return, $36.00.
San Francisco and return, $45.00.
For olher rates and full particulars call at ticket office. Tickets on
sale every Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday duriner Mav. Tune. Tnlv.
, .
.
' j J'
m
t
1 . e.. 1 u KD i , Agent.
August and September.

1

-- 1

BT

one-sixt-

THE

HOME COOKING

one-lent-

hi

Quarter of a Century of Territorial Fairs
But None to Equal the
Annual

DEPARTMENT

Something Nov Every Day.
Phone, or call und see our

A

ALBUQUERQUE
SEPTEMBER

"it

DAYS OF SENSATIONAL ACTS
AND JOLLY GOOD FELLOWSHIP

s

Horse Racing, Baseball. Relay Races, Ladies'
Races, Indian Sports, and Montezuma Ball

3t

oj

5

4.25.

4.000;
Snrep
market,
receipts,
yteady. MuttOnj. 84.00 ff 5 40; lambs,
86.oji 7.65: range wethers, 8 4.25 '.f
I.75J fed ewes 4.0055.ÍB.
ha ago Uve Mo. k
' ll 'ff
Aug. I
Cattle receipts
2 2.000;
best." strong, others woak
456.60;
to
prime
steers.
Common
co we, 82.85ÍV470; heifers. 1:100616;
hulls. 820001 4.50; calves. 88 00(17.16.
83-7-

reenters,
3.oo 4.25.
Hheep
20.000; 10 and
receipts,
5. 75; year15c higher. Sheep,
lings, 85.0016.25;
6.50 (fj
lambs,
ht. Louis Wool.
Aug.
market,
St

RECKLESS RUSSELL

The

Otte-tjfegg-

FREE!
In

Wonder, in a Thrilling Leap for Life form a
Hundred foot Platform.
PR0F- -

INfl'

É

Jaffa Grocery

Co.

.

"Good Things to Eat"
Mall

eeveeeeeeveeee

Orders Filled Same Day
as Received.

Automatic Phone B22.

W.
MORNING

JOURNAL

Tul,

ool

W. E. MAUGER

WOOL Avery
Representing Mauger

Boston
115 North First Street, with Raabc
Mauger, Albuquerque, If. M.

Colorado Phone

57

J. PATTERSON

ail

BRING RESULTS.

3 IS

West Silver Avenue.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

Mcintosh Hardware Co
SUCCESSORS TO E. J, POST & CO.

ARE THE SOLE AGENTS FOR THE

Eclipse Hay Presses
SEE THEM

ALBUQUERQUE FOUNDRY
AND MACHINE WORKS.
It. p. HALL, Proprietor
iTB
Ore, Coal,
Iron and Brass Castings,
Grate
and Lumber Cars, Pulleys,
Bars. Babbitt Metal, Columns
for Buildand Iron Fronts Mining
ings,

MtlllU"

BEFORE BUYING.

FOR A SMALL HOUSE a thoroughly
modern, sanitary,
open
plumbing
biith room can ho Installed at small
expense, Insurirjt In every way to
all the advantages resulting
from perfect cleanliness and sanitation. If you would Isarn all particulars and exact cost, consult us, and
we will cheerfully furnish estimates.
mm
a. I,
uj
We carry the Finest Line ef ,
Garden Hose In the City.
4

"IE

and
Repairs on
Machinery In Our Specialty
FOUNDRY

East Bide Railroad Track. Albaaaerque

Standard Plumbing and
Heating Company.
Colo. Phone, R 284. Auto. Phone tTl
413 West Railroad Ave., Albuquerqus

DoYoui EyesTroubleYou?
WIFE'

X

Livery and Boarding Stables

WANT ADS

AND M0NKEY

FREE!

Their Startling Hal loon Races and Parachute Drops

REFORM BIFOCUÜS
--

84-2-

Heady; Unchanged.

S,aeee$a4e4ee44.e4.s

22, 1906

Secy

S.

President

r'i

17

7

line;

The

stop-over- s.

WESTERN AMUSEMENT CARNIVAL CO
Including Hp to Date Shows and Free Kvents on the Streets Every
Nijrht
Day and

Poultry Show, Baby Show, Jersey Stock Show, Trades Display, Flower
Parade, Sheep and Wool Growers' and Retail Merchants' Conventions

I EXAMINE THEM FREE
Every Pair of Glasees Fitted GuarNo
anteed Absolutely Correct.
Guessing Sclent Mr Methods
ONLY USED.

C. H.

CARNES. 0.

Graduate Optician
114 R.
With H. Y snow

D.

R

Ave.

COMBINES

TWO SIGHTS ON A SOLID
LENS.
NOTHING TO BREAK
APART OK INTERFERE

WITH THE

SIGHT.

VDÍVfcBBER

W THE

OPTICAL CO.

1

IfcaMfty,
1 1

1
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1

1

1

1
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LEI DOWN BARS

TO

in Arizo-

Albuquerque,

in

PAGE

TtlltFP

Interest in the proposed picnic for
all of the Sunday si hools of Albuquerque proposed some time ago. has
been revived and a number of prominent Sunday school workers In the
leveral churches hav taken up the
mutter with the tWtermin.it Ion lo make C
It go without further delay.
It is proposed to invite all of the
Sunday schools in Albuquerque to
join in a picnic to the woods on the
summit of illorleta mountain, to talc
place on Thursday. August 23. and
Boys'
regular price 50c, reduced to 25c.
or which a special train will be
Arrangements
chartered.
have alSpecial line Boys' Caps
25c;
Sailor
at 25c.
ready been closed with the Santa Fe
for this train and the extraordinarily
All Children's and Boys' Suits, 25 per cent off.
low rale of $1.50 for each person has
been allowed by the railroad. In urSpecial reduction of J 5 per cent on
and Valises.
dir to get the train it will be neces
saory to hayo at leas; two hundred
passengers, hut it Is believed that double tills number will he ready to go
whi n the special train leaven Albuquerque.
At least sixty p issong'TS
have already been promised from the
Lead Avenue Method!-- ; Sunday school
and as many more from the Presbyterian Sunday school, other churcho
are Interested and the llnal elans for
Ihe outing will probably he announc
ed alter next Sunday morning.
Every precaution will be taken for
mnmmm
tin- safety and comfort ol the passengers and Ihe plan promises a very
pleasant day itr the woods for the
WHAT PART OF THIS PAPER DO YOU THINK IS THE MOST INTERESTING TO THE PERyoung people.
A lively interest Ih
being taken by the older people as SON WHO IS EAGERLY HUNTING FOR A FURNISHED ROOM
OR BOARDING PLACE?
IS
well and a great many of them will
IN THAT COLUMN OF THE MORNING JOURNAL.
YOUR
ADVERTISEMENT
probably be among the picnicker.

Shirtwaists,

;

a half. Since then the two companies have followed two policies, the one
the complete antithesis of the other.
The Santa Fe has had expended upon
It

for

improvements

atone

at

trips tp and from the republic. Ambassador
Thompson Is now In the
east, it is said.

about

BARR yl'ITC

M.

I.

$100.000,000 in Ihe last ten years; the
Southern Pacific has had expended for

RAILROAD

WORK
.1.
M.
Ha it. formerly Ihlrd vice
improvements alone about $100,000,- 000 In the past ten years. The Santa president ef the Seaboard Air line,
Fc's money came from bond sales; has boon chosen
president of the
Ihe Southern
came from Black Mountain Ci tileries company o;
Pacific'
Virginia.
earnings.
The Santa Fe has
been
paying $10,00n,000 per annum in dividends for five year; the Southern
DONT GRtlMBIiE
Pkciflc has not paid a cut except for
a few millions on Its preferred stock. When your joints ache and you puffer from Rheumatism. Huy a bottle
of I'.aliard's Snow Llnament nnd g"i
Ambassador
l
RDEflANT PRIVATE OAR instant relief. A positive cure for
The private car of D. K. Thompson, Rheumatism, Purns, Cuts, Contracted
ambassador to Mexico, ha arrived In Muscles, Sore Chest, ele., Mr. L T.
El Past) from Chicago, where it had Bogy, a prominent merchant at 'Wilhen overhauled In the pullman low Point. Texas, says that he find
Snow Llnament the best
shops. The caí is named "Thompson-ia.- " Ballard'
It will be taken to Mexico City all around Tdnnmcnt
he ever used.
3.
by
for use of the ambassador in making Sold
H. O'UIelly Co.

to travel

Children's

Hats

Trunks

MANDELL

M.

Fine Clothing and Furnishings

THE ECONOMIST
Albuquerque's

Brightest

Best Store

and

:

TITE DATMOHT STORE

"CREATING A DEMAND l ''!: MERCHANDISE." TWELVE THOUSAND DOLLARS FOR ONE DAY'S ADVERTISING is PAID RY SOME OF THE LEADING IHOls WE BUY. GOODS FROM. THEIR ADS AIMF.R
IN THIi "LADIES- - HOME JOURNAL" AND "DRY GOODS economist. THE BEST TWO PAPERS l AMERICCA,
THESE PAPERS OFFER TO RETAILERS AND CUSTOMERS THE LATEST AND MOST
GOODS TO BE FOUND IN FIRST hands. AVE HEAD THE ECONOMIST, BECAUSE THE ADS APPEAL TO
MERCHANTS WHO PAY FOR THEIR goods IN TEX days. OUR CUSTOMERS
NEARLY ALL HEAD THE LADIES' HOME JOURNAL AND ITS ADVERTISEMENTS. As I SELL THE GOODS OFFERED BY THESE
MANUFACTURERS, vol .NEEDN'T SEND AWAY FOR THEM
WE HAVE IX STOCK AT AL LTIMES THE FOLLOWING LEADING MAKES OF GOODS I

carry

We

Cor tied
Se w i ii g

1

i

vHHe?

rfS,

Brainafd

For your protection, the name

&

rane

A full

of all

I

lie

of selvage

desirable

colors always in stock.

Armstrong
Embroid'ry

Silks and
SILK

SPOOL.

Dress Silks

McCall Paper Patterns

Onyx Brand
Hosiery

for
A full lineof AdeleliitchieBelts
in silk, leather and wash materials always in stock.

Children
and
Misses

al ways
carried in

Brasserie
carried in
stock in
q u

In Tad you tvtll
ties shobun

albvav--

J-irs-l

sines
.-

),

"I

'

and

floods
MARKV ways to he
al-

f OH n d

o

C.

G.t C.

or

kind of "oMo"
Shield made

iNvrsrau; eyes

No Buttons

No Trniihlp.

$1.50, $2.50

A

c

m

full line always in stock in

cotton, wool and si lie.

u

TRADE

MARK

eft

!

:

in trod uc-- t
i

Peatberbone is known wherever
dresses are worn. A full line of
all kinds of Fcatln rbone, in all
colors, always in stock.

.i

i

-

1905

an
All sizes in stock always

wmm Chaffee 'sSilkatDress
Wash

Mr

nidy lirnlded liriild
mitrket siiltuble for
silk, woolen or cotton
ONM' A full Une ot colon
nlwiirn la tock.
Is Ihe
i in the
ii

j
mm

The New Safety Pin.

swer.

Aeree Wash Cloths
ulwavs in stock
5c each.

Shields
ím.

o tli erg

will
COPYRIGHTED

be

once used

no

Always in stock in
all sizes and all
colors, per box...L'5c

Cornfield

m

o n

cause if

. . :

k

jiv.w.v.

Nazareth

need no

none are genuine without the
above trade-maron Selvage.

pi-sc-

for Children
always in stock

M

.
.

Supporters

Waists)

We always carry in stock a full
range of Reed's Lanado wne. and
at

Kern's Hose

E

A full line of colors and sizes
always to be found in stock'.

THE SWAN Bn.NO

know there is none
better. A full line
is always in stock.

Jni
V

fashion journals

1

F

M

introduction as every reader of the

from the
visible to No. 6

and

assa r

rs

Tat. Nos. r,'MK, rK)233

111!

in-

K1éi n

V

Brands of Women's
Underwear needs no

s toc k

a full

also curry
full line of

r-

y

pato.-.- '

E

i D

line of every

We

from

Gilbert's Linings are always to
found in stock in a full rane
of colors and in all grades.

and SPRING HOOKS
V

If

Cravenetted S w an and

carry

tics

to 44 and
priced at $1

JUHBMBIKm.

ftndno-Oel- '

T
R
Y

1(oods

We

i

34

Rlk Dress

TRADE

1

and in all

at The Economist

Preistley

V

a

Sampson Llnlne Silks

Rubens Infant Shirt

stock.

han

llevo i se

Munsing Knit Underwear in all weights
Forest Mills Underwear in all weights
La Greciiue Tailored Underwear
Rubdry Towels
Ferris Good Sense Waists

Women

SANTA FE MAKES GOOD
SHOWING IX JUNE REPORT
The most remarkable feature of the

De

Warner's Hose Supporters
Foster Hose Supporters
Velvet Grip Hose supporters
Wright's Bust Formers
Scott's Hip Pads
Utopia Germantuwii and Shetland Yarns
ABC Wardrobe and Other Trunks
Fleisher German Knitting Yarn
Stork Goods for Infants
No Mend Children's Hose
Royal Worcester Corsets
American Boys & Girls Hose Bonton Corsets
Kay Bond Sanitary Napkin ft r Women
Kayser and Amsterdam Double Tipped Silk Gloves
Brainard and Armstrong Guaranteed Taffeta
Kayser Double Toe Silk Hosiery
Trefousse Kid Gloves

SKINNER'S SATIN

is woven, every inch, in the hack

also carry a full line of the

follobotn tvell Knotun goods:

YARN DYED AN!) GUARANTEED
'10 WEAR TWO SEASONS

&

'Silks

We

SKINNER'S SATIN
IS

Knitting

lJOIT SHATTERED

June statement it the Sant'i iSs, which
complete the earning account for
the mal year, is the great reduction
in the face of a very
in expense
large Increase in Ihe amount of bust- In
lies handled. While the gros
creased $861,000, net Increased no
$81 1,000.
in pari, this showing
is due to the fact that the comparison
is wilh a month in which conducting
In
transportation was expensive.
Junfi, 1906, higher expenses absorbed
IS4AO00 out of an Increase in gross
of j:i,ooo.
Toe gross earnings for the year did
not run as high as had been expected
by the most sanguine, lint exceeded
by a trifle the estimate of J7s.uoo.ono
made liy oflli lals of the road soon
weeks ago. This Is a gain of $6,(69,-00- 0
over the business of Ihe previous
year and it Is accompanied by a reduction of the operating expense ratio
from lili. ft to 2.1 per cent. The directors and officers of the road have fot
that the
Home lime been assured
earnings on the common stork would
(TfTin
11
per
cent.
be belter
The Santa Fe left the receiver's
hand In IKOfi. No dividends were
per
paid until early In ls'.m when
cent was paid on the preferred stock.
Two years Inter the preferred had
been pul upon a 4 per cent basis,
where ii has remained, and the Santa
an
through
having just
a orop failure, probably having more
mileage In unsettled regions than nnv
other railroad In the country. Its
equipment In poor shape and generally In great need of Improvements
berfan disbursing dividends at the rate
of $10.000,000 per annum, and was at
Ihilf lime the largest dividend
of nny railroad In America and
for that matter In Ihe world.
The next year Ihe Santa Pi sold
4
per cent serial bond
$30.000.000
for new equipment. Impi ovi tiu nts.
etc. This policy raised n storm or
protest tnd was said to promtM nothing but quick bankruptcy. Since then
its earning power has steadily grown
and Its credit has Steadily Improved.
Its Serial bonds were sold In 902
at about Mi Its recent issue of
000 convertibles were put out ut
some
In
par. Now It 1s believed
quarters that Its common will go upon
Us
Of
fall.
a 5 per cent basis this
ability to take this step there has
been Ho question.
It m nrobafbly safe to say that the
fianttt Fe was in worse condition ten
year ago than the Southern Pacific;
bin at that time through reorganization Ma eliurgea were reduced nearly

-

them to be.

HOPHN FOH

Tucumcarl has lost lis fondest
hopes of gelling the division away
from Santa liosa, siys the News of
thai place. The negotiations between
the Southwestern ami the Rock Island
which have been perilling wilh that
Object in view have been broken off.
and it looks as if it Is permanent thW
time, as the official reports arc now
that the permnnent divisions will be
I' rait and Liberal. Kan., Dalhart. Texas, Santa Hosn. and Oarrlzozn, N. M..
Thus the Dawand Kl Paso, Texas.
son railroad coal trafile bids fair to
"tie-up"
as before,
be Sf: much of
I
seems thai the only thing for the
Southwestern to do Is to build from
Torrance across via Las Vegas to a
connection with the Dawson, near
French.

mi

Our Great Clearance Sale is surprising many people who
drop in just for a look. We're well aware that there are
many buyers who look upon a special sale as a fake; a
scheme, c r some sort of a trick of the trade.
Perhaps they have reason for their opinion?
Been trading at the wrong store.
It's this class of buyers that are surprised to find our
bargains honest bargains, and our goods just as we represent

Sunday School Workers Taking Interest In Proposed Outing of All Sunday Schools

To throw down the bars for the
tide of Immigration tr Mexican laborer across tlie Arizona and New Mexico border to relieve the pressing demand for laborers in the two territories,
the railroads, joined by the
banks, mines, and leading institutions
of Arizona and New Mexico, ure circulating a petition to be sent to the
secretary of commerce and labor.
The petition asks that the rigid
enforcement of the immigration laws
which is observed at present be relaxed. It asks that nearly all restric
tions save that of health be removed
in order that a sulilcient number of
Mexican to do the work that is now
lying tille for the want of iban may
be admitted.
For some time the railroads, especially the Southern PacMc and Hie
Santa Fe, have been short of laborers
and have been unable to carry on
work of Improvement! and extensions
in the two territories. The mines anc
other Inst itullons have likewise suffered. (Jreat difllulty has been experienced' in keeping any but skilled
A metiictlli workmen along the line of
railroads and in mining camps, and
only Mexicans, it is said, will do the
work at the wages that are paid,
which range from $1.50 per day ti
$2.50 for common labor. In some
as high as $3 lias been offered
for common laborers.
Upon request of the railroads of the
two terjjlCorles, the immigration department some months ago relaxed
the inspection at the border and adbut
mitted thousands of Mexicana,
many of these have returned after accumulating a small sum of money,
while others. have gum' Conner north
After a short while the bars were inn
ii" again and the law. which requires
that a Mexican shall have sufflc ion!
money to pay his way to his destination and imposes other rigid regulations, im now being enforced. As it
would be a violation of the alien labor
laws; for the railroads to provide Mexicans with money to carry them to
the points where they are to work,
this condition excludes many from
entering, although the law is known
to have been violated almost openly
by railroads and other corporations,
so rcat has been the demand for l
In the territories.
The petition which Is to bo forwarded to the department of commerce and labor, requesting the
throwing down of the bars to th
Mexican workmen, Is signed by nil-roa- d
officials, heads of mining companies, corporations, fa lories an,i
banks and financial Institutions of
both territories.
The pressing n"oi
for the labor. Ihe fact that good
wages arc paid, amply sufficient for
the needs and comforts of the men.
and wages that are higher than are
paid for the same class of work in
the northern slates, as some of the
rontons adduced in the petition.
ft' is eslimated that 10,000 more laborers can ke used .on all kinds of
work In Arizona and New Mexico, and
capitalist
and others Interested in
the development or the territories see
In the admission
of the
Mexican
workmen the only hope of the early
solitlon of the prohlem.
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Surprised People I

TAKE PICNICKERS

na and New Mexico Responsible for Petition to Government for Relief,
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THE SAFETY PIN THAT CANT PULL OPEN

MS

er

.
EYE:

'SEE THAT
1

-

1

$ft0.-00-

0.

BEING

A

DOUBLE

ADSORRI-NT- ,

WILL ADSORB MORE MOISTURE
THAN ANY SHIELD MADE

HERE

i

La ( reci i ue Tai lored
Underwear
for Women uIwhj'h In slock
In all Cdinliliiatlnnii Kinl In
M'lMtmU' ifMimenlh. Mtideof
the llnest loiitr cloth.

manfd dv LOCK SAFETY PIN CQ

stlouisuja

olc

This trade mark is

known wherever

We carry a full lineof Forest Mills
Underwear for Women Children
Summer, fall and winter weight

knitting in yarn is
done, and stands for
the best in Shetland
and (Jermantown

yarns. Complete

line in stock always

OilclotH
We

carry only the Standard
make of Table Oil Cloth

WE SOLICIT YOUR TRADE ON THESE GOODS BECAUSE WE CAN GUARANTEE EVERY ARTICLE MENTIONED OR YOUR MONEY REFUNDED IF DISSATISFIED
MORE CAN WE DO FOR YOU? ALWAYS AT YOUR SERVICE.
IWIVKIIIOINQ AUQ.4

WHAT

I

pace

a

rom

fTHE" KEBUQUERQUE

L BUILDINGS

The work of spreading the big
placards will be begun at once by Mr.
John McManui who has charge of
the advertising car this year.

HEUSER-BUSCt- fv
assy

Elaborate Preparations Ma'de
to Take Care of Largest Enrollment in History of Public
Schools of Albuquerque.

ÉW

Í

txr

SANITARY CONDITIONS
ALMOST PERFECT

strength and bodily vigor,
properties of Barley- tuc
Malt are taken quickly into the circulation,
c
is predigested and is
as this
gratefully received and retained by the
most delicate stomach.
ill impart

ga

tissue-formin-

3l

Superintendent
Clark T Has
Something to Say to Public
and Pupils on Arrangements

Sold by all Druggists and Grocers.

WraYfP

t

Anheuser-Busc- h

(js?VjLLaaaa
eluded)
All

First to

n

S

mSS

--

wkTijI
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St. Louis. U. S. A.

as-

signed or promoted to grade live-tw- o
n higher Will
attend the Central
building.
o
Central
tirades
and
higher through the high school. Ju- pu in grades
six-- 1
two. seventh, and eigthtli living in the
lowlands, will attend
the Central
building.
The .Santa Fe tracks divide the
Highland Ward! from the wards of
the lowlands. In the highlands, all
living
pupils
on
avenue
Lead
or north of it will attend the
First ward school. All others except
as stated In the foregoing concerning
seventh and eighth grades will attend
the second ward school. In the low
lands all pupil"! living on
Cold
avenue or north of it. will attend the Fourth ward school, except
as already stated concerning attending
the Central building. All others will
attend the Third ward school, except
those attending grades above the flva-ono,

Money toOrgan.
Loan
Hone.
Furniture.

Flanoa.
Wagon and other Chattels: also on
salaries and warehouse receipt, m
low as Í10. 00 aid as high as S200.00.
Loans are oulcklv made and strictly
private.
Time: One month to one
year given. Goods to remain In your
possession. Our rates are reasonable.
Call and see us before borrowing.
Steamshln ticket to and from an
Darts of the world.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Rooms 3 "nd 4. Grant Bids.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
OPEN EVENINGS.
80S West Rai croad Avenue.
FOR SALK.
FOR SALE. Two burros, call at
alO
220 N. High street.
FOR SALE Lady's saddle pony. C
alO
E. Lowbcr, 119 S. High st.
FOB SALE Two work horses, 1109
or 1200 pounds each: price reasonable
C. W. Hunter, Corner
Copper and
alO
Broadwav.
FOR SALE Elegant Knabe piano
In perfect condition.
Apply at 512 S
Broadway, between 4 and 7 p. m.
FOR SALE Good strong buggy,
$12. Divine's grocery. Fourteenth and
Railroad.
of flw- FOB SALE Furnishings
room house, cheap. 318 S. Fourth st
Well-bui- lt
poultry
FOR SALE
houses, ideal for this climate; cheap

On

The ladles of the Highland Methodist church will give an ice cream social at the home of Mr. F. Brown, at
the west end of Coal avenue, Friday
evening, July 10. A large attendance
is desired.
I now have an a linn, lance of choice
Batiré bran, Rajuña White oals. California Roiled Barley . E. W. FEE,
1
S. First street.
Successor to
alO
Clarkville Product-- Co.

HALE HELP WANTED.
A salesman, one who
can speak Spanish. Route from Alto
Belen. Inquire The Sinbuquerque
ger Sewing Machine Co.
alO
Fifty men for extra
WANTED.
gang, uoioraao, nve miles from Den
Apply Abraham s Employment
ver.
office.
alO
Young man. grocery
WANTED.
clerk and meat cutter, desires position
or would do other work. Address J.
P., Journal.
al2
WANTED.
Man to work' in milk
room. Must know the means of
cleaners and the means of steam
boilers1
Matthews Jersey Dairy.
WANTED
Four bellboys at the
Alvarado, not under 14 years old.
tf

TAKES HOPEFULVIEW FIRST

FAIR

BILL IS

FLAMING

OFS

six-on- e,

ROM

F

BIG BILLBOARD
Decorated
Major Llewellyn Confident Sis- Railroad Avenue
With Artistic Poster Telling
ter Territory Will Accept
of Glories of Biggest Fai
People Drawing
Jointure
Ever Held in New Mexico,
Away From Corporations.

c.

s,

'

n,

of big
The first of the hundreds
many colored posters which are to
advertise the coming New Mexico fair
throughout the territory from now on
until the great event begins on September 17th, was plastered upon the
biggest billboard in town yesterday,
where all who run may read no matter how fast they an running.
The huge poster Is on view on
Railroad avenue between Third and
Fourth street and is big enough and
red enough to attract attention 'among
the costumes at a popular seaside resort. The man who wants to see a
really classic example of the
art should go and look at this
which is bigger
big advertisement,
and cleaner than the best poster the
only Barnum ever sent ahead of his
circus. It is Just like one of hundreds
which are to be plastered over the
landscape from Raton to Kl Paso and
from Texlco to Xeedles. between now
and the first of September. Wherever
the fair advertising car goes these
posters will appear, from mountain
sides and water lanks, box cars and
bill boards, they will telH the people
all about the very biggest fair thathas over been attempted in the south-

Latin-Spanis-

Our Display and Sale.

r,

WANTED

A

hrst-clas- s

Gallup, New Mexico.
per week, at Page
Robert J. Burk.

barber at

Guarantee J1S
hotel. Address

WANTED
A hustler to take orders
for "Spencer's seedles apple trees."
Easy work. Call at 124 S. Walter St.,
or at office of George W. Stubbs for
full information.
tf
First-clas- s
WANTED
bookkeeper;
one familiar with Spanish-speakin- g
people preferred. Address A. H. Hll-to- n
Mercantile Co., San Antonio, N. M.
WANTED
Laborers, native and
white, and all trades supplied with
help on short notice. Also domestic
servants. Abraham's Employment Office, 120 W. Silver ave., at Elite restaurant. 'Phone 379.
JPEMALEHELP WANTED.
A woman todo house
WANTED.
work. Bezemek Dairy, 1902 N. 4th.
WANTED
A middle-age- d
woman
to do kitchen work only. Good wages,
Give references. Address T., Journal

rt

e,

m

8.

m

o0-ro- ot

N.

ss

Latln-lierma-

p

WANTED.

A Counter Proiiosltlon.
Duplicating counter sales bonks aro
needed by every retail merchant. Our
prices are right. Let us show you
samples.
II. S. LltliRow & Co..
if sold at or.ee. H. N. Packert, 617
Bookbinders.
Journal Building.
Marble ave.
FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEF.B
FOR SALE OR LEASE Sheep
AT WALTON'S DHITG STORE.
range; grass knee-higand green
a meadow; unfailing water; patented
IDEAL HEALTH RESORT.
lands; located In Sierra county. AdTo rent for a term of years, the dress C. C. Miller, Hillsboro, N. M.
new and beautiful residence property
drop-hea- d
FOR SALE Singer
containing about twenty rooms, In the sewing
3 and 4 Grant bldg
machines.
one
valley,
about
finest location in the
mile from the city limits on the Lock-magrounds
and hup les at Albuouernoe Carriage Co.
ranch. Attractive
surroundings.
Also ten additional
FOR RENT
room! in contiguous cottages If desirmodern
FOR RENT.
ed. Ample stables and outbuildings. house. Dr. E. M. Wilson, 406 S. office.
Jf
Apply on premises or address Mrs A I'll o.
tf
WANTED
Good table girl at 222
Henry Lockhart. Albuquerque, N. M. tf
Foil RENT Pleasant furnished W. Silver ave.
tf
house; private
in modern
The very nest of Kansas City beef rooms 124
S. Edith st.
alO
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
and mutton at Emil Kleimvort's. 112 hoard.
house,
FOR RENT One
North Third street.
ATTORNEYS.
furnished or unfurnished. W. V.
WANTED.
tf R. W. D. BRYAN- 116 W. Coal.
Attorney
at Law.
ExiHTleneed Salespeople
double
FOR RENT One
Office in First National bank buildFor our Cash Clearance Sale. Apply house,
W. ing. Albuquerque. N. M.
or
unfurnished.
furnished
Í)
and V. Fut relie, 116 W. Coal.
Monday and Tuesday between
tf
10 o'clock. Golden Rule Dry Goods Co
PHYSICIANS.
brick DR. R. L. HUST
FOR RENT New four-roocottage;
conveniences.
modern
the
all
SPRINGS.
STAGE TO JEMEZ
N. T. Arlmllo Bldg.
Room
prices.
Suitable location, moderate
Tuberculosis treated with High Frequency Electrical Current and Germiis prepared to BOS S. Fifth st.
The undersigned
8 a. m. to
cide. Treatment given
make trips to and from the celebrated
furnish- 4 p. m. Trained nurse from
FOR RENT Three-rooIn attendance.
JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS. Any infor ed house. 106 S. Broadway.
'phonea
Both
mation desired can be secured from
FOR RENT Two rooms for light DR. J. H. WROTH
George II. Moore, No. 113 West Ball-roa- d
Physician and Surgeon.
housekeeping, $12. 218 W. Lead av.
avenue.
Albuquerque. N. M.
d
JAMES T. JOHNSTON.
FOR RENT 2 and
DR.
E.
BRONSON
J.
M
houses, modern. Dr. E.
Homeopathic.
.f
EAT JAFFA'S KRACK CREAM Wllion, 406 S. Amo.
Physician and Surgeon.
if
BREAD.
Room 17 Whiting Block.
room;
Furnished
FOR BENT
large closet, bath, electric lights, etc. DR. W. G. SHADRACH
BIDS FOR PRIVILEGES.
Practice Limited
.f
Eye, Ear. Nose. Throat
Pealed bids will be received by the 713 W. Silver ave.
store room Oculist and Aurlst for Santa
FOR RENT
manager of the territorial fair at his
Fe coaat
office, Room 11, Grant block, up to on West Gold avenue. Address Box lines. Office 313 V, W. Railroad av.
1Z
a.
m..
5 p
iipurs
1.30
to
ft
City.
138,
?JO
and Including August 16 for all conDKNTISTS,
cessions and privileges, both at the
FOR RENT-- Furnished room. 612
tf DR. J. B. KRAFT
fair grounds and the new town. This
Second st.
Dental Surgeon.
Includes the bar privilege at the fair
V.
E.
room.
Storage
RENT
FOR
Rooms IB and 16 Grant Block, over
grounds.
P. F. M'CANNA,
602 S. First st.
Fee,
the
Golden
Rule Dry Good company.
Manager.
FOR RENV
Pleasant furnished Automatic I'hone272: Colorado. 154.
tf E. J. ALGER. D. D. 8.
rooms at 316 S. Third st.
NOW IS THE TIME TO STOCK
Offices: Arlmlio block, opposite GoU
YOUR COAL,
WANT:i
den Rule. Office hours. 8:S0 a. m. to
We are now supplying our custn-mer- s
12:30
d. m.: 1:20 to 5 o. m. AutoHire
WANTED. By couple, two or
Appointment
with both hard and soft coal furnished rooms for light housekeep- matic telephone 462.
by
mall.
at the summer price for stocking ing. Reasonable rent.
References, made
DR. L. E. ERVIN
purposes. This price will continue in address Box 100 City.
Dentist
effect until September 1, when the
young milch cow.
Fresh,
WANTED
Auto Phone 691.
price advances.
Take advantage of Jersey not preferred. Cull at 32B N. Rooms 20 and
22. Whiting block, ever
this opportunity while ot lasts.
Learnard and Lindemann.
a9
Eighth St.
W. II. HAIIN & CO,
WANTED - Typewriters to repair.
ARCHITECTS.
repairer for next fif- F. W. SPENCER
Have first-clateen days. Satisfaction guaranteed or V. O. WALLINGFORD
Architect!.
no charges made. Machine supplied
47. Barnett Bulldlnc.
free while your machine is in tho RoomB 46 and
Both
'Phone.
shop. Drop us a postal card or teleCIVIL ENGINEERS.
phone Colo. Black 205-- 2 and wc will
J. R. FARWELL
send for machine. Ramsay's
Civil engineer.
'101JV. Railroad ave.
ivoom Si), Ñ...T,. A, mi.1o. building,
WANTED A cook at 102 W. RailUNDERTAKERS.
road avenue. Apply at 217 S. Fourth A. BORDERS
street.
City Undertaker.
Healthy lady watttl Black or white hearse, $6.00. ComWANTED
mercial Club Building. Auto telephone,
room in modern house, good locatlo.i 316;
Colorado, red 116. Albuquerque,
Address L. B., care of Journal.
New Mexlo.
m
money
WANTED To loan
IfiAJiEUIES;
amounts to suit borrower. James
BREAD, PIES AND CAKES
Brown, Room 14, First National Ranlc
to any
of the clt7. wedtf ding cakes a part
building.
specialty; satisfaction
guaranteed.
S. N. Balling. Pioneer
Bakerv. 207 South First street
h,

five-tw-

nvc-tw-

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

If you need a carpenter, telephone
llesseltlcn. Auto. Phone 586.

-

inclusive.

five-on- e,

puils living In this ward and

ALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS PAYABLE IN ADVANCE

02-60-

Brewing Ass'n

Major W. H. Lewcllvn. of Las CruProf. Clark says the high school
course of study had been modi lied ces, United States attorney for Now
somewhat to meet the growing de- Mexico, arrived in AJhuaueratte yes
mands for additional lUbjectl and
moie elective, In considering the terday on a business trip and will be
subject of this department, one unit here until this evening. Major Llela regarded a being the work In one wellyn like many other prominent men
subject for one year. A student us- in the two territories takes a much
ually carries four subjects at a time
throughout the course', therefore he more hopeful view of the result of
mav complete four miles of work in the statehood vote in Arizona than ho
a year. The present course offers held a month ago.
twenty-tw- o
units; twelve Of these aro
"I am confident that Arizona will
absolute, ten of these arc optional,
sixteen units (credit) are required lote for statehood." said Major Llefor graduation; fifteen of those units wellyn. "There is more and more evwill admit the graduate without ex- idence that the poople across tho line
amination to the freshman year of a a i. beginning to study this question
for themselves and are drawing away
stand. nd University.
The twenty-tw- o
unit are arranged under the follow- from the domination of the corporaing groups:
F.ngllsh
(four credits), tions, which want neither Joint nor
(four credits). Science ringle statehood, but only to be left
mathematics
f three .rrdits). history(three cred- Slone in their control of the territory
its), languages (eight credits).
The When tha poople of Arizona begin to
student may elect to complete any one Study this matter for themselves the
gogues.
of the following courses offered:
result is reasonably certain, and they
"Olohcs, dictionaries.
and other
Egnllsh-Latiincluding two years are beginning to look into the mios- appliances that have been the objects
tlon. The outlook for stateiiood
is
Of petition from the entire corps are of Latin.
English-Ocrmaimluding
on the way from the east and will artwo llore ; encouraging now than it has
been it any time since the Question of
rive before the opening of school. years of German.
ime before the people.
English-SpanisTwo hundred new school desks have
Including
two Jolntui
been ordered and will he placed In years of Spanish.
rooms throughout the wards to Inincluding two years
crease the Beating capacity;
the each of Latin and German.
Chivez building will be fitted up from
including two years
this supply, wiille some will be held In each of Latin and Spanish.
reserve for emergencies that will arise
German-SuiL h.
two
including
during the first months of school."
years each of German and Spanish; or
The superintendent says that as far
Latin-Majoyears
Including
four
as pos ible, all pupila will attend the of Latin.
building! within their own wards.
The following are the elective sub
The grades assigned to the different jects
students may or may not take
buildings are as follows:
Bookkeeping, physical geograFirs' ward - First to eighth grades. them:
phy, botany, chemistry, ancient hisIte luslve.
All pupils of the seventh tory,
(Ail
six Credit! In languages.
and eight grades living east of the graduates
complete at least two
railroad ind north of Cromwell ave- yours' workmust
in a language.)
nue, will enter the First ward build"it Is altogether advisable," Mid
ing.
Pupils of these tríades livintr Prof.
Clark,
"that work In all depart-- 1
soih of Cromwell avenue will entei meiits begin on
the lirst day of RttOOl,
the Central building.
4Ui,
one day of the first!
Sc. ond ward
First to Sixth grades September
Iabor day, is lost for 'school
In. luslve.
Pupils who were living week,
and the schools are but atarted
w.t of the Santa Fe traclu last year work,
when the Territorial fair rece
must
aid were assigned to th. Second ward be
our school year la nnni
building will not return there this fall too given,
long
for thr. work to be none. W
cpt hv spcrlil aasiffntneni from the
tirge. therefore, that all parents ser,.L
office.
They will attend the Third their
on the Drat day, n nd
children
ward building as Indicated below.
further icpiest that the pupils Cfjme
in-- .
Third wan! First to five-on-e,
Too many Dfjplli
Iulve. All pupil living in this ward with their books.to going
to sc hoc ,1 the
accustomed
and assigned or promoted to grade are
day with no books, wailing until
and higher, will attend the first
the second or third day beforq being
Central building.
provided with the tools for tajhfr All
fourth ward (Chaves building In hook
sellers will tie provl..'e
With
of books needed in sv.ch half
grade of the course, and all
that Is
I necessary
for the pupil to do is to
,look at the aid that h rc.dved
.May and tlnd to what gf ide he
is pro-- 1
footed or assigned,
the,, state his
grade: one-twtwothree-tw- o
etc., to the book.
and)
.get the hook; according t0Keller
the list.
These hooks may b. go tten ten day!
or more before the sc h ools
n
a, lllP sioros iU,,i ,l,..,v and
,u..
at
the schools i,e avoldfA
gomothlng
'"vii
accompi s'.ied on the tlrst
day of s. bool and tr,e year will he
started aright.
"An announce raeaf,
be made later concerning thf win
of
new pupils and tiyst.classification
WmiM you like to ho ttio tarjrot
n .p.mu
their
work
or admiring ejei at the nexl
Many inoufrje haVe come to the
Four-in-ha- nd
ocia! Hil'üir vim attend F
nfiice concerning he age of admission
to
the lirst grad r
There bl 006 SON way to havo
The fact that the
census if liny t nw.r '1 lffl ill
your complexion rival that of ecllnol
pupils
,u... and
the haiiil.someHt woman you years hasoeiw.e,
some
to conclude
MUfad
.
that
children
in
know.
lf ,Ke years will be ad-- ;
It this:
milted,
however, is not the
Apply llagan'H Magnolia case OnlyTliK
Those of six years of age
Halm to your face, neck ami or older Uj Dr enrolled."
uriiiH in the privacy of your
Attrevtl-r,Itlll ul Hie Casino.
(IreHMinjr room anil your own
íríu ,lv' new hill will go un at
ti
will
be
nistcr
not
to
able
detect
the Caxin.. tonight when the Lylllan i
.
t.eighWin Httork comparaj will present
its use.
the
rnmnlv diama.
is
not
a cosmetic, conse- ' CoraJie." with French
It
Miss
ghton In the
quently it leaven no disagree- UUe role. The pint Is one of IOa
M'lghton'R
best
piece Is at-- ,
and
the
able, sticky feeling after lining.
throughout. A handsome
It is a delicately scented liquid tractive
leather irjiholstared mahogany chair
lotion and absolutely harmless.
ih h Is lo be given away at the Ca-- .
W no Saturday night. Is caunlng lot- - of
lis remiltn are imiriediatc. .liferent in
end nf Mm
nf r.
It will baniBh freckles, tan, formance. the
The chair Is on exhlbtlon
pimples end other blemishes, In one of the windows of the Albert
and make your complex ion soft rancr riirnlture store.
and velvety like it was wh;;,
friljr Fret and Worry
when yeur child has a severe cold
you were but twenty.
You
not fear pneum.oiln
S
Ladies who use"J it farty other
ptilmotiary dlsenwes. Keep sup-- 1
years ago
.
using it
plied
with
Ballard-Horehonnd
Svrup a positive cure for Colds.
hrke 75 cent
Coughs. Whoonili
'' .UBh and ltron-- 1
Far talc tr u j ruKgi
ciiltls
Mr
Ha
of Rt.o.v l'.lla
" " 1 U It 14 I
writes:
"f
your
tier
..!o
1. wt,
rrup. o,T
my na.iru
children
1H
Its re-- I
"11 lb" have been
wonderful
Honk-ease-

ími-Jii-

?Mr

5Ps.v

IB

food-toni-

for Opening of Fall Term.
The ..;
i.tr Of the fall term of the
public schools of Albuquerque is com
ing on apnea. The ity teacher"! institute reopens August 27 and the
schools will open their doors for the
winter's work on Tuesday, beptember
4. The city's pulil it ai hools have always been abreast of any hi a city
of the same alie in the I'niled States.
This year tiny an t.i open for work
In fur better .shape than ever before
as regards buHdings an'l equipment
teaching force and enrollment. Never
In the history of Albuquerque' splendid schools have the prospects been
so encouraging. In 111 Inti rvlew with
a Morning Journal reporter yesterday
Superintendent J. E. Chirk, said:
"The Indication iré that the Albuquerque public school will beKln with
the largest enrollment In their history. Pupils and parents are already
calling .it the office of the superintendent for admission slips.
Every
department primary, grammar, and
high school bids fair to be the largest ever.
The entire corps of teat hers has
been engaged and the equipment of
the for. e Is altogether of tli- standard
type. Aib ling to the forc of last year
whic h was of more than average efficiency
the strengtb of scholarship
and experience which characterizes
the the teachers hired during tha
present summer, the board of education may look for superior work during the coming year."
"All buildings are being put Into
excellent condition for the opi ning Of
chnol.
Every corner has been thoroughly cleansed and will be treated
with formaldehyde within a few days.
Wash sinks with ompiete water connections are being placed on all Moors
. hairs,
of all buildings.
seats, and all wood work, freshly varnished will iiresent a neat appearance
to the returning teachers and pupils.
New roofs at the Central building and
the First ward, new wardrobe! at the
Knurl h ward, new plastering, tinting,
and slating add much needed Improvements. All coal bins have been
doubled in size and the coul Is going
Into theni now. To the teachers of
the various building, this is welcome
news for the shoveling of coal down
long Iron chutes under the nchonl
rooms is not conducive to the supreme happiness usual argong peda-
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Summer IMarrlioea in Children.
During the hot weather of the sum
mer months the first unnatural looseness of a child's bowels should have
Immediate attention, so as to check
the disease before It becomes serious.
All that Is necessary Is a few doses
of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Remedy followed by a
Diarrhoea
dose of castor oil to cleanse the system.
Rev. M. O. Stockland, Pastor
of the first M. E. Church, Little Falls,
Minn., writes: "We have used Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy for several years and
find It a very valuable remedy, esIn
disorders
pecially for summer
children." Sold by all druggists.

when the bodily forces are low, and
you are weak and feeble

NEW

Thursday. Augnet

west.

I1" After Severe Illness
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THIS WEEK ONLY.

DE-Hver-

100 Doz. Neckties

I

EUREKA PAINT

liv.-tw-

There is No Acid in It
To Rust Tin

1

Bought by Simon Stern in New York last week, and
conceded by him to be the rarest bargain in Ties
he has ever bought. The lot includes values as
high as $1.00. All the fashions are new, and

I1-

ifffiffiircf

Do You Wish
To Look

,

la--

six-on-

Typewfitorum
Ties on sale now at

Han.

2

for

25

t.

"

v.-m-

1

Rent

FOR

Typekviterj

Machines Repaired

Cents

Simon
Stern
The Railroad Avenue Clothier

nd

Second

Visible

A

COMPLETE

OF

STOCK

TYPE- -

intrant ribbons and

L

to-da- y.

New

Understood' s

Bow Ties and String Ties, worth 25c each

I
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AGENTS

.
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and
Machinen for Sale
or Exchange.

in Slock

Always

3 for $1.00

55c

cha-rmltn-

N. M.

RAMSAY'S

11

aa

Albuquerque,

117 Gold Ave.

oon-ceml-

e

FLEISCHER

SUPPLIES.

GEO. S. RAMSAY,

Mr.

401 West Railroad Avenue
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MEN AHI) WOMER
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Irritation! ur ulccrtiloni
of mucoui nismbrkno.
PlIlllltM. .Will Lot Mini,
THE EVRMSCHEMIOALCO.
71 ciKcmxi'i.oijH gunt or ri,eDoa.
Mala k? OranUM,
Hh IL - A. J
er mh id im w..ww.
hj fiprm. pr.pnld tol
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1
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1.00,
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FOR SALE.

brick; ..,bath,
cellar, electric O
r,mon
11.
' ... niLIA3
on highlands, chise In.
.xaii
brick; bath, electric
lights, barn, shade trecH; W. Tijeras,
close in.
t2, 000
new brick cottage;
N. Blfhtn st.; adobe outbuildings'.
$2,100
modern brick cottage;
hath, electric lights; good location!
$2,1U0
brick cottage; bath,
electric lights; N. Second St.; $S5d
cash, balance on time at 8 per cent
11,110
brick cottage, good
lights, lot G0xl42, in Highlands.
Í2.100
brick cottaae. well
built, N. Eighth street.
Two good house,
J4.000
6
lot,
shade treee, room for two more
houses; close In; N. Sixth atreet.
$2,250
modern adobe, well
built, nicely finished, large ground.
Good outbuildings, tree and shrubbery. Fouth ward.
$2,200
frame dwelling, on
corner close In, lot 76x142, flna
shade tree.
A fine piece of business property
for
sale.
Some good ranchea for sale cloae ta
city.
$2,600
brick cottage, bath,
electric light, barn, corner lot, 601
142; N. Second atreeC
$1,300
frame, new, barn,
shade treas, city water. bJLgfa location.
$2.000
frame cottage, bath,
etc.; S. Arno street
$1,000
frame cottage, bath,
electric lights, cloBe in, eay terms.
4
$6,600
double houses, close In. Income $80 per month; a good investment. Half cash, balance on time at
8 per cent.
$2,600
frame, bath, electrl
light, trees, hrubbery. lot 76x141,
Fourth ward.
11,100
frame, near hopa,
$2,700
frame dwelling with
modern conveniences; well built 8.
Arno st
Money to Loan on Good Real
t Ixiw Rate of Intern.
A Money Saving Event.
On Thursday, August 9th, the Golden Rule Dry Good Co., will start,
their famous Cash Clearanoe Bale:
you know what these sales mean. A
great money saving event for you.
Don't fall to come. See our two-paad In this paper, tW bargain. '
tlo-bl-

BORRADAILE & CO.

Younger?

These

t:,700

Sold by the gallon, or contracts will be
taken for painting roofs. AddrcsH

the styles the very latest.

-

A

FOR. ROOFS
Fire
ta Imnervious to heat and cold; It wMl Real Estate and Loans.
not run, crack, or blister; It will harden
Insurance.
Surety
Bonds
under water, after once set. A rain
coming on fresh paint will not wash It. Auto Phone :$28 212'.. S. Second

Í.7J
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THE KEBUQUEBQUfi

t, IMC

iiS IRK

IN

TERRIFIC HEAT

50x142

Only $5.00

Promptly on
Pimas and

Papagoes Alone

each

$25 tO $150

feet

Will End

CON QUERCO LORMIQ

ThCiV FtVF.

BEAUTIFUL RESIDENCE LOTS

The Dull Season

10

MORNING JOURNXE

LEVEL!

HIGH!

DRY!

University

COOL!

Heights win Boom

University Heights Improvement Company

Valley,

119

South Second Street

OUTING AGENT SAYS 118
DEGREES IS ORDINARY

i

SHEEPMEN ARE

IHE CONVENTION
Generally Realized That Large
Attendance at Big Meeting
During Fair Week Is of Vitai
Importance to Territory,
CONCERTED ACTION

KILL OFF THE

FUNERAL OF

GRASSHOPPERS

HER SON

Pure Gold Attracts Considerable Comment Among Local Mining Men,

ley

South of City Fair

Val-

Sam-

ple of Magnificent Fruit Crop

This Year,

SENT
TO DENVER

J. Felipe Hubbell, who owns a ranch
and fruit farm at Pajarito in the Rli
Grande' valley southwest ,,f Albuquer
que, belleVea be has hit upon the proper method of exterminating the
which are proving such a pest
to the valley farmers this year.
"( Just turn the chickens looai
among the hopper-Infestecrops. '
said Mr. Hubbell to a Morning Journal
representative who visited bis farm
yesterday,
keep about six hundred
chickens and by Judiciously directing
their movements I llnd that they an
the best possible means of getting lid
of the grosshoppers. They eat them by
tin- bushel."
Mr. Hubbell has one of the tines!
fruit ranches in the valley. He hat
4.000 trees which are fairly groaning
under the load of luscious fruit. Ther
almonds,
apples
are nectarines,
plums,
peaches', pears,
and othe;
fruits all almost perfect and of mammoth size. Mr. Hubbell has some of
the largest peaches ever raised in lh
valley anil some of the apples on his
trees are enormous. A visit to his
ranch will convince even the most
skeptical of the fruit raising possibilities of the Klu Grande valley under Irrigation.
The drive a? far as Pajarito is in
extremely Instructive ene for anyone
who is unaware of the wonderful fertility of this valley, n Mr. Hubbelt'l
ranch is only a sample of many othe
the fruit Invariably showing a tremendous crop with the most delicious flav
or. The alfalfa fields are especially
beautiful at this time, even though ii
some of the fields there appears to )e
a grasshopper on about every stalk.
"The Kio Grande does some remarkable work on Its own hook In th.
tree planting line," said Mr. Hubbil
to the Morning Journal man yesterday. "I have a dozen small cedar trees
nourishing In one field which were un
doubtedly propagate! by the river, as
there are no similar tree In man
miles of Pajarito and they have sprung
up of their own accord. I have alsi
noticed several other similar Instances
of tree planting by the river, the Seeds
coming through the irrigating canals
and taking root In the flooded meadows."
grass-hopper-

As the time approaches for the holding of the convention called by Oover-no- r
Hagerman for the organization of
the Sheep and Wool Growers' association of New Mexico a concerted effort
is being made not only by member.s
of the sheep sanitary board of the territory, but by prominent sheep men
in all seclons of the territory to insure
a very large attendance of sheep grow

ers at the meeting. The sheep owners
ore Deing intormed in plain terms of
the vital Importance of organization
Just at this time, when measures are
pending before congress, the adverse
closing of which might result In sen
ous injury to New Mexico's industry
It is being pointed out to the Hock
matters that only through a tremendously powerful organization can the
individual sheepman hope for any
voice in the decision of such question
as the leasing of the public domain
the grazing of sheep on forest reserves
and the grazing and leasing charge:!,
questions upon the settlement of which
the prosperity of a very large number
of sheep growers rests.
It is being pointed out to the sheer
growers that individual effort lias bees
made In the past by the most prominent and Influential of New Mexico
sheep owners to securo favorable action by congress on mutters touching
the welfare of the industry In this
territory and that those efforts have
been uniformly unsuccessful, while tn
Montana and Wyoming where strong
organizations exist the Interests of the
sheep men have been well looked after. That organization Is now necessary in .New Mexico is well recognized
among those men who stop to think
and the result Is that sheep growers
from all sections of New Mexico
whether delegates or not, are preparing to come to Albuquerque on September is In order to take part in a
meeting, the results of which have
much direct bearing on the poek.'l
books. It Is predicted by well Informed sheep growers who
have taken
pains to find out, that one of the largest meetings ever held in New Mexico
is to be the result of the attention
given this convention. It is to be
called to order in lOlks' theater on the
ISth of September, the second day of
the territorial fair, at 10 o'clock, and
aside from the forming of the organization there will be several features
of general Interost. The president of
the Wyoming Sheep C, rowers' association will be present, as will also the
president of the Montana organization. Representatives of the agricultural department, the bureau of animal Industry and other government
experts will be present to deliver sho'l
addresses on practical topics bearing
din ally on the sheep growing Industry
and the convention will thus be of immediate benefit to the sheep growers
who attend.
No pains will be spared to make the
delegate! comfortable and to insure
the success of the convention which
may and probably will have far reaching results on the future of this great
industry In New Mexico.

Will RAfltcm)
Si llies But It Won t Curo Dandi nil
If your hair is brittle and thinning,
you have dandruff. The mere scouring of the scalp of the loose scaler

won't cure dandruff; because dandruff Is nothing but scales of scalp
being thrown up by a pestiferous little germ In burrowing Its way to the
root of the hair where It saps the vitality, causing falling hair, and In
time baldness, Now you can't stop
dandruff nor falling hair, nor previ nt baldness unless you destroy that
germ; and the only preparation that
cap do it la the new scientific dlscov-eryer- y
In fart
Newbro's Herpicide.
no other hair preparation claims to
kill the dandruff germ all of them
will (dean the scalp: soap and water
will do that, but only Newbro's Herpicide gets at the root of the trouFor prompt and courteous treatment
ble and kills the dandruff germ. Sold a ml the very choicest of meats you will
In make no mistake by calling on Fmil
by lending druggists.
Send 10c.
stamps for sample to The Herpicide Klein wort, 112 North Third street, or
B. H. HHggs & telephoning your order In.
Mich.
Co..
Co., special agents.
De-trol-

Staatz, mining engineer, yesterday had the $2,000 lump of pure
gold from the (Jold Coin claim in the
Qolden district photographed alongside a stack of $20 gold pieces, ag
gregating in value $2,000. The lump
appears to be larger than the $2,000
idle of coin. The money was secured
from one of the local banks in order
to take the Photograph.
The $2,000
"button" was exhibited In the Bank
of Commerce here yesterday. The
other button, worth $400, has been
sent to the Denver mint, whither the
$2,000 chunk will be at once sent also.
The news that such a valuable!
streak of gold ore had been dlscov-- 1
cred In the Qolden Held caused mild;
eYctlemenf nmonp I,,, il minim, man1
and those who have property In that
vicinity are getting busy. The Golden
region has been lemg known to possess valuable ore.
The old placéis
have been worked in the district by
Indians and Mexicans for the pas
three hundred years, and mining
say the placers are the oldest
In America.
Most of the work in the
Held has been on a very small and
unpretentious scale, so It is thought
real development work has practically
only begun,
"The $2,000 chunk was the result
of a mill run of ten tons," said a
gentleman who is interested In the
matter to a Morning Journal reporter
yesterday. "The gold runs in value
$l!l to the ounce, so you see it
practically pure. I believe the absolutely pure metal runs $20 to the
ounce.
Mr. Stoats has been doing
some work on the Gold Coin claim
for Messrs. Sherman and Schoen, of
Milwaukee, lie has been making an
open cut on the hill side and has taken out about sixty tons of rock. The
ten tons of ore for the run was saved
wtille making this cut. The result
of the run through the amalgam mill
shows hat the ore from the narrow
itreak where the stuff is purest will
run in value $238,000 to the ton. When
you are striking dirt that runs $238,-00- 0
it comes pretty near being pav
dirt. The balance of the rock taken
from this cut runs from $8 to $10 a
ton. The ore was run through the
stamp mill at Golden and the gold
then caught up by the quicksilver proB. A.
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cess.

"This narrow streak, a few inches
has been uncovered
In the
claim for a disln lii ill ofDIAIJ
voir f
it...
III
cut being ten feet wide. How much
more tnere Is of it Is hard to tell. Tin-orfor six or seven Inches on either
..
.
.
.1
sitie Of It.
...til
wide,

,ll",l',p
nun

!.

OI IUI1

U

10

till'

the grade of the!
i.
lower, oui ine low grade
stuff alone, it is figured, is enough to
pay operating expenses. There Is no
doubt thai Staatz has made one of
the most remarkable gold finds ever
discovered in New Mexico."
Many people called yesterday to see
the biB liimiis
- - shlnlno-r pt".. ,iiij int- i - of
discovery has made considerable of i
sensation. Mr. BtaatS will leave in a
few days for a visit to the gold field'-of Tonopah and elsewhere In Nevada.'
It Is linderslooil rljtvalni Min
.PH. .lit li VI n ....
"II
ni
a big scale will be begun soon on the
Gold Coin claim by the Wisconsin
capitalists.
,,i--
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Don't He Blue.
and lose all interest when help Is
within reach. Herblne will make
that liver perform its duties properly
Elba, Ala., writes.
J. B, Vaughn,
"Being a constant sufferer from
constipation and a disordered liver
I have found Herblne to be the best
medicine, for these troubles, on the
market. I have used It constantly.
I believe It to be the best medicine
of Its kind, and I wish all sufferen
from these troubles to know the
good Herblne has done me." Sold by
J. H. O'lllelly Co.
Attend the Gash Clearance Sale it
Bule Dry Goods Co.,
the Golden
Thursday, August !lth and see the
best bargains ever offered, and look
nt the brightest and biggest store In
Albuquerque, 75 feet wide and 142
feet long. The store for bargains.

-

HAHTLETT
Electrician

On the Santa Fe train for El Paso
which left Albuquerque early yester
day morning was a broken hearted
mother h lining from her summei
home In the cool Colorado mountains
to El Paso In order to attend the funeral of her son, whose tragic death
has shocked hundreds of friends of the
raiully in New Mexico. She was Mrs.
Felix Martinez, wife of the well
known El Paso business man. whose
son Alejandro, was instantly killed by
the accidental discharge of a shotgun,
near El Paso, Sunday. At the time of
the accident Mrs. Martinez with her
daughters, was at her summer home
near Trinidad. She wasapprlsedof the
tragedy hut did not leave at once, It
having been the original Intention to
place the remains In the family cemetery near Raton, N. M. II was later
decided to have the funeral service in
El Paso today.
Mr. ami Mrs. Martinez are well known in New Mexico,
Inning made their home for many
years In Katon and 1MB Vegas. During his residence In New Mexico Mr.
Martinez was prominent In politics.
The accident which caused the death
of young Martinez occurred while he
was on a short hunting trip with his
elder brother and a friend.
He had
alighted from a buggy In which thev
were riding to shoot at a rabbit anil
In climbing into the vehicle attempted
to drag the gun after him, when it
was discharged.
The entire charge
entered Ills body and death was almost Instantaneous.

EAT

llltl.AI).

JAFFA'S

R. H. E.

Chicago
i I o
o 5 1
Philadelphia
Batteries Patterson and- Sullivan:
Plunk and Powers.
At Detroit
R. R. E.
o
Detroit
4
5
The
Washington
6 10
0
Butteries Mullin and Warner; Patten and Wakefield.
For prices on house wiring and
Second game
R. H. K
general repair work.
Auto.
Detroit
0
4 10
Phone rr7. 216 Vs B. Second St.
7 11
Washington
2
Batteries Donovan ami
Payne:
smith and Wakefield.
At Cleveland
R. II fí
Chas. Mellnl, Sec
Cleveland
6 1 J. D. Eakln. Pres.
I
O. Betchechl, Treas
:t
8
0 G. Glomi, V. P.
Boston
Utitterles
Bernhardt,
Townsend.
Buelow and Kltlredge;
Young and
Ar mbruster.
R, H. B.
Second game
to Mellnl & Eakln and
2 Successors
0
4
Cleveland
Bachechi & Gioml
1
Boston
4
0
Batteries Rhosdea and
Buelow!
WHOLESALE DEALERS IN
Harris and Peterson.
At st. Louis
r. ii. WINES, LIQUORS & CIGARS
.

St. Louis
New York

2

Des Moines

13 13

Sioux City

3

Batteries Paige
Jackson and Hess.

BASEBALL
New York.
Aug. 8. Everything
passed off quietly at the Polo grounds
today and Chicago beat the New Yorlc
team by 3 to 2.
When Pmplres Johnstone and Ems-H- e
reached the gate thev were accompanied by President Pulllam. who had
come hastily from Saratoga, and $1
soon as he had seen the pair gain admittance without Interference he hurried away In an automobile without
going Inside the turnstile.
The score:
u j;
Chicago
s lo o
6

Pittsburg

r, H.y II

Boston

o

'

2

FRENCH BAKERY
STEVENS & B0WYER, PROPS
213 West Railroad Ave.

have the
best

BUTTERNUT

CAKE BAKER

NOTHING BUT

3
2

gamr

Toti&Gradi

Dealers In
PROVISIONS. HAT.
C1KAIN AND FI7EL.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Claim, lim e Your Orders
For Tlds Lino With Us.

GROCERIES.

NORTH

Lyllian Leighton
Stock Company

ICE

DEALER

Empress, "Moses Best," "Gold Seal,"
"Blanco," "North Star" and "Mountain Rose" Flour at wholesale.
Kansas and Native Hay, Alfalfa,
Oats, Barley, Corn, Corn Chop, Wheat,
White and Red Bran.
Rex Stock and Poultry Food.
Manhattan Stock and Poultry Food.
Crushed Oyster Shells, Chicken
Bone, Beef Scraps, Native Halt and
other Stock and Poultry Food.
Auto. Phone 626.

II4 W. Copper Ave

(iood Old Summer Time

Is the best season In which to change

your system of keeping accounts In
bound books to Ihe use of loose leaf
methods. You know the advantages.
We make all sizes and styles. Let's

talk

a

BREAD

in the

ti o

city

Leading

It over.

If. S. Lithgov? A Co.,
Bookbinders.
Journal Building.

TELEPHONE YOUR ORDERS

'RBELLY COMPANY

Both Phones.

QrutJts

Mall Orders Filled Same Day Received.

and placing on display the
most complete line of Men's Clothes, Suits,
Underwear, Shirts znd Furnishings ever
shown in Albuquerque

FREN ( II
CO M E D V
DRAMA

Stein Block Co's famous Suits
Kuppenheimer's Business Suits

"CORAME"
Copyright 1906, by Th

"i

OR

KuDonhlmw

"A MOTHER'S SIN"
i

119

WEST GOLD
AVENUE

BOTH PHONES

Wholesale Flour and Feed

We are receiving

TONIGHT!

THIRD STREET

M. BERGER

o

Batteries Willis and Gibson; Young
and Needham.
At Philadelphia
Phlladelphla-St- .

We

2

1

Batteries Reuhlbach, Brown and
Moran; Wlllse and Bresnahan.
NATIONAL LEAGUE.

Why not live
on

0

Mar-

Patronize the Old Reliable The Crystal
Ice Company we manufacture

II. S. Llthgow & Co..
Bookbinders.
Journal Building.

4

Sausage a Specialty.
For Cuttle and Hogs the Biggest
ket Price is Paid.

At

128.

At Boston

o

f.

Welgardt;

and

Toledo-Milwauke-

2

0

!l
3
4
Pueblo
COMPANY
Dexter; THE WM. FARR
Butteries Cíente
and
Carnes, tlessltt and Renicker.
Wholesale and Retail
At Denver
R. II. E
7
2 Dealer in Fresh and Salt Meats
4
Denver

e
At Toledo
Mistakes Are Costly.
Our Statement Ledger System not postponed; wet grounds.
"lily prevents many mistakes, but
saves time and worry. We know, Mr.
Retail Merchant, you would be interested If you understood the system.
Let us explain It to you. Auto 'phone

New York

1

6

3 We
keep everythlngshrdlupupuuupon
Butteries Glade and Rickey; Orth We handle everything in our line
and Thomus.
Write for Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List, Issued to dealers only.
WESTERN LEAGUE.
BOTH PHONES
At Pueblo
R. H. E

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
Louisville
Louisville
Minneapolis
At Indianapolis
Indianapolis
CREAM St. Paul
Columbus-Kansa- s
At Columbus
,f
City game postponed; rain.

KH.VOK

12

1

FALL CLOTHING for MEN

CASINO THEATER

Awarded the Winner

v

Lump of Ranch of Felipe Hubbell in

BIG CHUNK

TO ATTEND

AMERICAN LEAGUE.

EXCITING BOOM

ALONE EFFECTIVE

VOIR SCAIiP.
the toase Dandruff

Amateur Contest Held Every
Friday Night, and Cash Prizes

OSES CHICKENS TO HURRYING

Louis game postponed, on account of
rain.
At Chicago

w

BUSY BOOSTING

',

SCOUIUNG

the End of

Summer Real
Estate in

September First

Brave Blistering
Desert's
Breath to Save the Imperial

"Only the Pima anil Papago Indians, inurt'd to th' Climate throuKii
generations, can carry on the Bght
ugalnst the Colorado river," said Outing Agent Charles B. Dagenetta for the
southwestern Indians to the Horning
Journal yinterday. Mr. Dagenette ar
rived in the city yesterday from Kockv
vota, Colo., where he went to
the last of the Indian laboreres instill
Ihe
sugar beet fields to their homes. The
last of the Albuquerque
contingent,
numbering perhaps hall a dozen, returned to the city last night after then
summer's work. Mr. Dagenette will
leave this evening for Yuma, wher-hgoes to look alter the Indiana who
are at work trying to divert the ram
paging Colorado back Into its prop r
channel at the intake of the Imperial
canal below Yuma.
"The heat down at the scene of the
work is terrific at present," said Mr.
l'agenelte.
"It ranges from 110 ta
124 and it Is a terribly exhausting ordeal for the laborers. Hundreds of
cboloa Ijave been brought In from California and Mexico and placed on the
Job, but they give out alter a few
days. For white men It is out of the
question. Navajo or Pueblo Indians
wiyy though they are, could not sta
with the job any time at all. The only
men who can make good are the Pimas and Papagoes, who are used t.
living In the fearful desert heat. Even
they give out after a while and not
the least serious aspect of the tight
against the Colorado river is the difficultly of securing labor. 1 think there
are about 200 men at work at lb"
Imperial canal at present and I an
going down to put some more Indian!
on the Job is possible. While the pro
peel of spending any time in that section a not alluring there is one adi
vantage, a man doesn't need to takq
any clothes along. All he needs is
of shoes and a handkerchief."
Mr. Dagenette agrees with all others
who have studied the situation with
regard to the Saltón basin as tn th.
seriousness of the work now in hand.
Washing out at the Intakes of the 1m
pi rial canal, which irrigates the Imperial valley, the waters of the Colorado, instead of following their former course where the land slopes at
the rate of one foot to the mile, art
pouring down the valley Into the Sal
ton se.;, where the slope la eight feet
to the mile. The bed of the Colorado
it the Imperial canal mouth Is eight
feet up, high and dry, above the watc;
no,W In the Imperial valley.
"There is a lake there now wher.
the Imperial canal delta was, that
nearly a mile wide In places. At Yuma eleven miles up the river the levbeen lowered
el of the water has
three feet. A peculiar thing about the
bed of the Colorado down through thll
legion is that it is on a sort of backbone up above the level of the surrounding country.
"It Is simply R proposition of lifting
the Colorado river Up eight feet In
the air and putting it back in Its former channel," said Mr. Dagenette 'e
summing up the situation. "It Is
detperate game. Whether man will
win In the light against nature Is a
question. Certain it is a splendid effort Is to be m ule. The Southern Pacific project to make a combined attach and dam the river up In one day
to take the enemy by storm, as It
were, may succeed but it is a gigantic
undertaking."
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$18.00 to $30.00
$15.00 to $25.00

....Call and See the New Goods....

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

CopyrttM 1906, by Th.
Houw of Kuppnhlm.
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REAL ESTATE

Summer
Comforts

fcntered ma econd-clas- s
matter at the postofflrs at Albuquerqa. N. M..
NKW TKMPT?OVK 40.
Reed Chairs, .Rockers .and .Settees.
art of congress of March I. t!7l.
MONKY TO LOAN ON GOOD REAL
IV THIRTY' DAYS."
Canvas thnirs and Settees. CsMBUtHg
MiAif,
LOW
AT
BMXltlTV
MK MORNING JOCRNAL IS THE LKADING REPUBLICAN ÍÁI'l.lt
Outfits, ninnkets. Comforts, Wagon
RA
INTKBJDBT.
assure me they can teach me
OP NEW MHXÍCO, Sl'PPOHTINU THE PRINCIPLES OF THE REPUB- Theyhow
Covers, Tents, Camp Stoves and Cookto draw
FOR RENT.
LICAN PARTY AM. THE TIME AMI THE METHODS OF THE REPUB-MCAing l lenslls. In fact, everytlüng 10
thirty
in
days;
house,
avenue,
Lead
modern.
PARTÍ WHEN THEY ARE It Hi I IT.
And they say that 1 can master Black-stonmake life worth living.
$20.00.
s Ijiw
house, modern. Coal avenue,
Iu-gc- r
In ntatloti than any oilier paper lu New Mexico. Ttie only paper
In thirty days;
S35.00.
la Now Mexico Issued every day la the year.
They can train me for a sculptor or an
house, modern, S. Amo street HOUSE FURNISHERS.
NEW AND
Í25.0Q.
or a hard.
lite Morning Journal ha a higher circulation ruling (him la accorded Or a actor
SECONDHAND.
WE BUY IIOI'si:-HOLor
a
dentist
courses
doctor
house.
for
the
Lead avenue, J1Í.0O.
to aay other pnicr in Albuquerque ur any other dally In New Mexico." The
GOODS. IM W. GOLD AVE.
uren't hard
house, Uroadway, $C.0O.
n Newspaper Directory.
And a zealous strident surely can bel
house, Lead avenue, $15.00.
G. MltlSFW MANAGER.
hanging onl his card.
Auto. Phone 474 Coló. Phone 177. '
house North Fifth at., mod
TERMS OK SL'BSCRIPTION.
ern,
In
thirty
days.
izu.oo.
Corner Coal Avenue and Second Street
Dallf, by mail, one year In advance . i
$5.00
West End of Viaduct
house North Fifth St., $30.00.
Dally, by carrier, one month
so They declare that they can
me
house
St., $20.00.
South
make
Third
Dally, by mall, ono month
60
Two
write book
houses, E. Hroadway with
bath, $20.00 each.
In thirty days;
ALsfflQUÉItQUR - - WBW MEXICO And they'll stake
1
house, 8. Arno, modern, $25.
their honor on it.
KstahlumeJ 187$
Two tents, E. RailrOnd ave., $8.00.
can CMC
T1IVRSDAY
MORNING. AUGUST
, 10
In thirty days;
Quarts
FOR RALE.
They can train me for a Salesman, I
65c
Pints
35c
FEED. FLOOR AND GRAIN
Four houses on South Broadway.
photographer or clerk.
M A musician,
expert)
will
modern:
singly
a
all,
or
at
a magician
sell
or an
A Fresh Lot Just Received,
bargain.
with the dirk
Hpi! lor Mitcnill Wapins
I have hut to name the calling and I Large and small ranches for sale nenr
'" Tract of land on the Mesa, eat-- t
ALIH g? JERQUE. N. M.
they'll fix me up for work
of thf
In thirty days.
Some fine lota on Tijeras avenue; also
" West Coal avenue.
HEN Baul of Tarsus w.is on his way bo Darnaacu, breathing threaten They will give me a diploma or degrei
' House and 3 lots on North Fourth st
In thirty days;
THE BLUE FRONT
ings ami I laughter against the followers of the .Viz.uc ne. hi wa
C
rooms in a tine location.
can place it where the public all ca
Both
Telephones.
and houses for sab- In a'.l parts of
ni the highway l.y a great Until, which completely
lP overc-osi e,
117 West Railroad Avenue
,no lt'In thirty days.
blinded him by Its dazzling brilliancy, and when he recovered hit
acres
Four
of land in the city limits.
trades from A to Issard an It
eight he found himself a convert to the cause of those whom he had been All the
with gmd house and......stable, iruu
their inri Iciilmn
i
t ..n
Treno Ati
i AnA
persecuting and so thorough was his conversion that he ever after excelled And the haughtier professions the i
All kinds of m'll work a
house on West Coal av.: up
will teach me If I'll come
to dat", tí. 900.
The right place
all of them In his enthusiasm for the cause.
specialty.
In the range of their instruction and j Lot on West Gold av., near Sixth st.
ior good work at low price
History repeals Itself, and St. Paul's mlrurulous conversion no longer
vomer iron av. ana Eili'ii St..
will pay a tidy sum
house; modern: lot 7.r.xl42 feet; fine
in thirty days.
etands alone.
cement sidewalks; good stable. This
Tuck.
LOVE,
property will be sold cheap If taken
A.
New Mexico has a long list of Illustrious names that were not horn to he
nt once.
4C.:
403 S. First St.
Auto
phone
left out when there is a graft on foot In the legislature, and scarce one mouti
Mr. Smart Do you think that a col House and lot on Routh Second St., between Lead and Coal avenues, at a
agon all these names une to be found In the list of those who were rab- lege ed uea lion pays?
bargain.
JSfetv Mexico
Mr. Wise Yes; It probably pays the.
house, two blocks from
idly, uncompromisingly and eternally opposed to Joint statehood.
Now we college pu tty well.
with two lots. House well
find all these whilom enemies of statehood not only enlisted under the banfurnished. This property is in one
In
ArkiinMivi
ner, but more enthusiastic In the cause than any of the original laborers In
Home on ice- Albuqueitinc, Hem Mexico
of the best locations in this city.
"My gal won't go to the circus net
and is for sale at $ii.n00.
that field, who bore the heat and burden of the day- - so enthusiastic, in fact, to the llieaytcr."
Brick house and tot on West Coal
"Thinks they hain't moral, hey?"
that they are not only going to carry New Mexic o for It by auch a majority
' I ton t all I can ever (11
ave.; 5 rooms,
It.
$2,600.
"That's
AUTHORIZED CAPITA!
Si (II II 1.(10(1 00
that you will not know there ever was any other side to the question but her to attend Is a hangin' an' th ' Brick house, 7 rooms, with 3 lots, on
CASH
IN
PAID
frequent."
too
none
they are actually going to curry Arizona In the same sweeping manner.
hain't
HOUSE BUILDERS, ETC., ETC
North Second street,
s I in nun ,io
price, $2,650,
How do you account for these numerous and miraculous conversions
That's True.
brick house, nearly new, modWhat great light have these, fellow seen In the road ? Talk a little while
"I handle a good many ugly custom,
ern improvements, at $$.160, on
Having consolidated tlie Phoenix
Presiden! Joshua s. Reynolds.
a
In
day,"
ers
course
of
the
declared
North 4th street.
with eome of them about territorial politics, and possibly you may get a
Superior Plaining Mills, the
end
Vice Presidents Sol. t,ruta, Albuquerqne, sr. M.I c.
policeman,
the
AiiiHworth.
house, furnished, geod locaglimpse of the light Just a ray or two may straggle out and give you an Idea
machinery being of the latest deraoenix, aro.; if. J. Palen, santa Pe,
M.
"So do I," said the druggist. "Th
$1H0.00.
tion.
Secretary and General Manager J. 11. O'HlcHy.
try '
You will find that they are all perfectly difference between us is that
signs and best makes, we are preof the brilliancy of the Illumination.
frame In ene ef the best
locations on Broadway at a barTreasurer
Prank McKee.
pared
do
nit
to
MIM
kinds
of
agreed upon one point, and will not hesitate to tell you that "it don't make a beautify mine."
gain: modern
u. m .Milieu.
Attornej
1
WORK
nt
price
never
a
brforo
house,
bit of difference who .you elect to the legislatureNorlh fourth street.
that election will only be a
Thirsty.
Medien
Director
Dr. J. H, Wroth.
S
otcmpted in New Mexico.
with
lota 76 142 feet, near in.
"What did Lord Helms first do
niere form statehood Is sure to curry, and no territorial legislature will
I'Acc.itivc t omniiMi c m. w. Plonmoy, a. B. McMJUea, Sol. Luna.
Trice, 13,600.
arriving at Bar Harbor?"
JTH, O'RIelly, Joshua s. Itaynolds.
ever meet."
"fniiilred for the bar, of course."
We will he Rind io rItc estiBUSINESS CTIANCE8.
Now. take that statement home with you. turn It over In your mind, and
CJood ranches near the city for sale
mates on nnyllihit; from the mill
The Graduate.
you will not fall to see the point. If they can make you believe "It don't make With most of
at reasonable prices
of a home to making a
worl:
his Illusions gone.
Fire
Insurance,
House
for Rent.
window screen and will Ruaran- Qnne glimmering afar.
any difference." I hen they can get their hem hmen on the legislative tickets all
Special Inducements to Good Men to Act as Agents
Rents Collected. Taxes Paid, ami
sutisfnctlou.
entire clmrtrn taken of i,ronertr for
dier the territory, and then when statehood falls, as they know It will, they He's doing now quité well upon
residents and
Tin' front end of a car.
Will have a legislature of their own making, am) you will have the privilege
. H. DUNBAR & CO THE SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
Requires Smartness,
of kicking yourself for being moh a sue ker. Hut keep your eye on the legislaComer Gold vcmio end Third Ktroet.
Is n smart fellow."
"Jinks
ture. Don't swallow any of their stuff.
PLANING MILL COMPANY
"Smart nothing, He just married
"THE BEER THAT IS MAKING MILWAUKEE JEALOUS"
"Taint a knowln' kind o' cattle.
millionaire's daughter, that's nil."
"That's all? Iiii VOU ever try
That's ketched with mouldy lorn."
marry a millionaire's daughter?"
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THE promises of the politician, like the pleasures of the miueezless waltz,
re to be taken nt arm's length.

r

Primary Election Latv
has Just given the new primary election law Its "trial trip."
ÍLLIXOIS result proves to be Just the same us In every other part of the
In
where the system has beet tried, that Is, very satisfactory.
an editorial referring to the practical operation of the new law,
Tribune says:
"instead of proving the unworkable thing Its unfriendly critics said It
It will be necessary tn
would be It Is manifestly superior to previous laws.
awult the county conventions to ascertain how tar they will be responsive to
the opinions of the voters as to the candidates for county offices, but It I
already manifest that the new law adds nothing to Ihe power of the "bosses."
It does give to party voters the power to select candidates from the "slates"
of rival factions.
"One objection raise.) to the new law Is that It "makes no provision for
the Independent voter." The law was enacted for party men. If the Independent voters wish to take advantage of It all they have to do is to orga.
nlr.e the "independent party." Then they will be admitted to the primarle.
There are real defects In the law, but they are not of a serious character and
cutt easily be remedied.
"It cost $66,000 to get the new law, as those who have found fault with
It have often remarked,
it is worth all it cost. It has given honest primaries, each party keeping out of those of the other where, as In some congressional and senatorial dlslrbts, there were heated contests and much
popular Interest. The voters who went lo the primaries were enabled to give
the delcgutes binding and decisive Instruí (Ions. The law gave the voters un
opportunity to express their sentiments as to the choice of a senator."
"

IT looks as If Russia were going to suffer all the horors and losses of
revolution, without getting the final benefits.

ft

ti
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ühe Liquorless Saloon
se

temperance folks In many parts of the country are InlrodiielnK a
feature or rather, as it would be more proper to say. are
an old feature for the purpose of attracting those who hav-n- o
home, or whose homes have no attractions, and there are a good
,
mfcliy in both
The Idea Is to provide places with all the comfort and
s
aaloon, burring only alcoholic ItqOdtp and
good cheer of the
gantes for money. .Several experiments In this line are now being attempted
In 8un Francisco, and the Chronicle expresses the following opinion upon the
subject, which is sound and directly to the point:
"III our opinion the saloon without liiuor which will attract and hold a
profitable custom must have features something like the following:
chairs, perfect freedom to smoke and chill, tables to plsy all kinds
of games, but not for stakes of any kind; books and magazines for hire at a
very low rate, th dally papers without cxjra t barge, such reference books
as dlfPectorles, atlases and iHi Donarles, a good cigar and tobacco counter,
everything very cheap but nothing free, and, above all, the certainty that
nobody Is going to try to "reform" anybody else. The average man does not
wish to be reformed, nor does he wish to huye anything given him. He
wishes to psy, according to his means, for what he gets and expects those who
cuter to him to get their living by it. He abhors an atmosphere of constraint
or any standard of "propriety" other than that to which he Is accustomed
He will go to his evening lounging place If he goes at all as he would go
ta a saloon or an Inn. paying for what he wants ,and thereby acquiring
the full freedom of the house. If a party uses a table for an evening
play games on It. Its members will cheerfully pay t or 10 cents an hour for Its
usé. If one ( hondea to all In a comfortable i hair and read and smoke
possll.lv with his feet on the table in front of him he Is quite willing to ph;
eents for the use of the volume."

CHE

.

Much

She.

days
You swore in
And gave away your jacket
That you would never smoke ngaln,
How well you worked that racket!
He.
I swear more swears than I did then
I
am not joking
Von know
You make it. now, so hot for me
I help smoking?
can
That- how
ante-nupti-

'liarles Mcllvane
for August.
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THF voter of Arltona
orftui lo publish the record
eighteen or twenty year In
might reltave the suspense

le

1-

The Southwestern Brewery & lee Company's

by calling a

physician when the first symptoms ,,f approaching
dlseaia
appear, get a diagnosis of, ami
prescription
tlr these first
symptoms, then bring the prescription TO our store and have
it filled with lie highest grade
drugs money and science can
produce, compounded precisely
as "the physician intended it
should be.

The Bohemia)

ltellectlons or n Hnchelor.
man can have a very peaceful
home by not trying to run it.
A hammock In n very nice thing not
to have room enough for two unless-- '
It's a girl.
A boy can Inherit nil his father's had
habits even when the old man hasn't
got them.
Tin' politician who is always prnU-Inthe plain people is mighty mad If
VOU class him with them.
There are tWo khnl;- of women tha'
don't seem to think II necessary to
wear any clothes at all those lowest
down In civilisation ami those highest
A

I

g

few small ranches, ranging from
three to ten acres each; all under
ditch and under high state of cultivation.
Also, desirable lots In the difiere!. I additions to the city.
We have several small cottages, well
In, for sale on reasonable terms.
A

Colorado

Colorado Phone, Blk 93,

'Phone, Black 144

FOR LUMBER, SHINGLES, AND LATH. A LARGE
stock of Windows, Doors, Paints, Oils, Brushes,
Cement, Building Paper, etc., always on hand.

B. RUPPE
203 West

Automatic Phone 292

Baldridge's is the Place
J. e. BALDRIDGE

THE PRESCRIPTION
DRUGGIST

ir Her Papa's Rich,
A fellow cannot live on love,
Kut certain schemers whom we know
Rltpect that they will find a way
To live on one's love's father

,

Pilseiver Beer

REAL ESTATE
West Gold Ave

IN

-2

WE HAVE FOR SALE
Can he prevented

MU SOUTH

lellíET BTiiir'ir'r

A till UQ UERQTTK,

NEW MEXICO

Avenue

Railroad

i

thouKh.

The

Alvarado Pharmacy

Japan's Latest Itatlleslilp.

Japan Just recently completed plans
for a new battleship to he even more
t.
powerful than the British ship
One feature which will astonish naval experts is that It will
have masts and sails. The main feat
are about Hosteller's Stomach Hitters
Is its ability to cure ailments of the
stomach, liver, kidneys and bowels
and medical men all over the country
wonderful'
have been. astonished. at, Its
.I
o .......
record 01 cures inane in inn am yese
Sick';,
It has hern before the public.
people can be made well again If the
Hitlers Is resorted to promptly. It will
tone and Strengthen the digestive organs and thus cure poor appetite,
sick headache
belching, heartburn,
dyspepsia, indigestion, cramps, dlaV?
hoes, female ills, costlveness and malaria, feve r and ague. Don't fall to try
All druggists.
a brittle.

THOS. F. KELEHER

H. Rrlggs & Co., Proprlct rs
First Street and Gold Ave

Dread-naugh-

w i: w m i, s E i, i. o i H
HARNESS AND SADDLES
AT SPECIAL HOW P1UCES
TOD THIHTV DAYS

Both Phones

Heavy CoUCOfd
ncss. per set

.

Har- -

Team

$25.00

.

--

"THE SPrtTAI,

408 West Railroad

dPILLS.

San. OMUI Irnirr lw Ki rrvMii) MlmKTiTina.
VfVCR (KOWN TO FAIL h.v
H.tur.i
tftcliou iluftruiilt-,-,ir Uuner I;, tut ..l Haul
fo.
l I ,er hn. Will
tiiera mi irUI. fl t Mil

8,,i, pfat4

fr

thru mmá fMI urdnri lb t
UNiTro Mr.aicm co.,.f, 74,

COUNTS."

The Golden (tile Dry Ooodx Co.
i'ash Clearance Sale begins Thursday,
August ih. tireat bargain! to be hu'i
In
'lar
Women's Heady-to-Wee
ad
ments. Head our large
Ip
in this paper and nee the bargain
Women's Suits. Skirts and Waists.
Money Talks.
two-pag-

EAT JAITAS

KltACK

CREAM

L

l

"

These,

TRANSFER

Willi leather heel
With rubber heels

.

,$.3S
$1.75

First National Rank

Communication Made Easy

Reason-

Gro8S,Kelly&Co

shoe;

combine comfort
and Rood
ear with dainty
looks.
Tin uppofp
are cut
from soft black kid. Ihe soles
arc h;ind turned and very flexible, the licclf! low nnd broad.
We have them either with plain
toes or patent, leather tips.
The rubber goring is guaranteed to outlast the shoes.

small. Wo hare them.

Is

II

able Hales.
New Phone !22.
Old Plione 2

Women's Julietes

a necessity ami the cost

TRIMBLE & COMPANY

Flrat Class Turnouts at

I

Is

om.innv.

AND
STAIILKS

It I

are still waittnn for orne one of the Smith
CANDY AT
FEE'S HOME-MADof achievement
during hi WALTON'S
of the delut
DIM O Si OHE.
congress.
apologist
morning
The
democrutlc
If ton Med a carpenter telephone
Phoenix Osteite.
U
Anto Those &

O'lticlly

IjIVEKY, FEKD

SMALLER COAL IillXK will be
the result of buying your supply ofi
coal for next winter of us now. Fori
the month of August wo will selll
coal for stocking purposes at the j
rate, both hard and soft
summer
coal. Do not fall to take advantage'
of this oportutilty as the price ad-- ;
vanees Heotembrr 1,
CO.
W. II. HAHN
E

W.

j

...m.ii.h. S,

Alhiiiiicr)uc by the J.

Sold

Alessandro Matteoccl, of Old Albu
gUerqOe, has the agency of "The '.itlonai Railroad and Rtonmshlp Ticket
office." and can sell tickets to all par'
of the world at reduced rates, but
more especially to any place In Italy
and also will act as a Iransferer ol
money from here to Italy. For fur
Iher Informations call on Mr. Mat
toned at old Albuquerque,

A SAFE DEPOSIT BOX

Ul,

SALE THAT

RKF.AD.

Avenue

A

first-clas-

Com-turtib-

W00TT0N & MYER

Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago,
and all point North and East by the

El Paso

WHOLESALE
MERCHANTS
Wool. IHdcH A

a Specialty

AIBTIQCRRQW

Southwesierrv System

Rock Island System

Pelt
LA

VEDA

Tha Si. Elmo Sample and
Club Rooms
Choice Liquors Served. A Good Place
to while aw a- - the weary hours.
All the Pcpular (lames. Keno every
Holiday, Thursday and Saturday

Night.

JOfiTCPH BAHNETT,
120 W Railroad Ave.
ProrAt(Of

Shortest, Quickest, therefore the Best. The Only way with two
throoKh trains dally, carrjlnn Standard and Tourist Sleepers,
Dining Cars, Chair Cars and Coaches. For any trip, anywhere, any time TAKE THE 80CTSI WESTERN.

Ior

Full Particulars see any Agent or Address

GARRETT KING
General Agent

siju

V.
mau, imiAn

R. STILES

Gen. Pass. Agent

J

TberMav. Angaet

GLOUO 1

t, 10.

THE ALBUQUERQUEMORNING
sunshine averaged about 75 per cenl
while the average temperature of the
week was T4 degrees. The highest
was 95 degrees and the lowest was 56

WEATHER

Gocd blood, good health; bad
blood, bad health ; there you have
it. Why not help nature just a
little anA rhinip tht hail tn tk
good? Bad blood to good blood ; poor blood to rich blood! Ak your doctor
bow this applies to Aycr's Sarsaparilla, and how it applies to you ! Could
w JTe
w putu
anything be more fair?
J.c.Ajerc..
P'rf

GENERAL DURING
PAST WEEK
Heavy and Frequent Thunder
Showers Reported From the
Lower Rio Grande
atures
Valley-Temper-

Below Normal

Roswell

U. S.

Weather'

Bureau-Ve-

ry

little sunshine occurred, the average being 26 per cent. Showers were
frequent amounting to 0.71 inch.
temperature prevailed, the average being 78 degrees; tho highest was
92 degrees and the lowest was 63 deMod-crat-

Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 8. Weather
bulletin for the week ending Aug. 6t!i
1IM.
The percentage of sunshine during
the week was relatively low, the da.s
being partly cloudy to cloudy, asa
rule, and thunder showers were frequent. In localities these were heav
notahly In the lower Rio Grande vallev
and the western districts. Thus at Fort
Bayard on the 30th of July 0.70 Inch
of precipitation occurred and again on
the 3rd a like amount, while the total
for the woek was 2.06 Inches. At Rincón 1.55 Inches of precipitation occurred on the 2nd and 0.30 inch on the
3rd; at Fort Wingate 0.50 inch occurred on the 1st and the 3rd; at Manuelito 0.90 inch occurred on the first
and 1.00 Inch on the 2nd and at Laki'
Valley 0.64 inch occurred on the 3rd
while heavy rains were reported in the
vicinity at various times during the
week. On the eastern slope, however
while showers have been frequent tho
have been much lighter and over the
eastern plains lighter still.
Temperatures have remained moderate, somewhat below normal in the
northern counties, while the cloudiness and showers have tempered th
heat In tht southern valleys. At Santa
Fe the average for the week was abom
2 degrees a day below the normal temperature.
The following notes arc taken from
the reports of correspondents:
Aragón John R. Mllligan It only
rained In spots In this vicinity durin;
the month of July and, while some localities have been well favored, more
rain Is generally needed.
Benham rFrank Miera We had no
rain during
the week and warm
howweather continues. Conditions,
ever, are highly favorable. It hat
been cloudy the last days of the week
and conditions favor rain.
Raymond Depue
Carlsbad
The
whole week has been fairly cool and
pleasant.
Two showers
occurred
amounting to 0.56 inch precipitation.
The highest temperature was 97 degrees and the lowest was 66 degrees.
Casa Balasar I. Mora The weak
has not been very warm, although the
days were mostly clear. Two showers
occurred amounting to 0.65 inch. T ie.
highest temperature was 93 degree
and the lowest 60 degrees.
Chama George Huth Considerable
cloudiness occurred throughout the
week and temperatures were relatively
low. The highest was 80 degrees ami
the lowest was 42 degrees.
Durango, Colo. U. S. Weather
The week was cool and partly
cloudly, with three light showers
amounting to 0.27 Inch. The temperature of the week averaged 65 degrees
or 4 degrees a day below the normal
The highest was 86 degrees 'aTtfl the
lowest was 4 5 degrees.
Española Frank D. McBrlde Considerable cloudiness occurred during
the week but only a trace of rain. The
highest temperature was 88 degrees
and the lowest was 51 degrees.
Fort Bayard Major G. H. Rushne'i
been frequent,
Showers have
amounting to 2.06 Inches. The sunshine of the week averaged about 69
per cent. Temperatures continue
the highest was 91 degrees an'
the lowest was 56 degrees, while the
average for the week was 73 degrees.
Fort Wingate Captain Edward P
Rockhlll The sunshine of the week
averaged about 64 per cent and showers were frequent, amounting to 1.15
inches. The temperature of the wee
averaged 66 degrees; the highest was
82 degrees and the lowest was 4 8 degrees.
Wright Al
Walter
Glen Mrs.
though considerable cloudiness occurred we only had a sprinkle of rain
The highest temperature was 100 degrees and the lowest was 61 degrees.
Hope X. L Johnson The week babeen warm and threatening rain daily
At the station, however, only a trace
occurred but good rains fell In the adjacent country.
Lake Valley William P. Kell The
week opened with a shower and partly
cloudy weather prevailed. A pretty
good shower
occurred on the 8rd
amounting to 0.64 Inch precipitation
and very heavy rain, with some hail
occurred eight miles west of the station on tho 29th of July. Heavy rains
also occurred about six miles east am
southeast during the week. The total
precipitation here was 0.91 Inch and
plentiful.
moisture
Las Vegas William Curtlss Bailey
almos;
continue
Thunderstorms
dally and the precipitation of the week
amounted to 0.77 Inch. Sunshine wa.1
small, averaging about 49 per cent
and temporatures was correspondingly
low, the average for the week being
70 degrees.
The highest was 88 degrees and the lowest 50 degrees.
Los Alamos W. N. Frank, Jr.
Thunderstorms occurred on the 29th,
30th and 31st of July and 2nd of Aug)
ust, but were light, the precipitation
amounting to only 0.54 Inch. There
has been more or less cloudiness
throughout tho week, the sunshine averaging about B0 per cent.
Manuelito W. A. L. Tarr A nice
moist, warm week with several showers. One on the first amounted to 0.90
on the second
Inch and another
amounted to ono Inch. The wind hat:
been from the west most of the time.
Monument James M. Cook The
week wastnostly clear but moderate!
wai
cool. The highest temperature
2 degrees and the lowest was 61 degrees.
Nara Visa Wlllard Rclknap This
has been another good week. We had
0.58 Inch precipitation, light showers
occurred almost every day and conditions are highly favorable. The highest tomperature was 88 degrees and
the lowest was 60 degrees,
Ojo Callente A. Joseph A terrific
rain and hall storm occurrod in this
valley last Sunday evening and did
considerable damuge. The precipitation exceeded two Inchos In about two
hours' time. The highest temperature
of the week was 88 degrees and the
lowest Was 54 degrees.
Orange F. M. Holmsley Temperatures remain comparatively high an:1
the weather has been dry and pleasant. The highest temperature was 9?
degrees and the lowest was (1 degrees.
Pueblo. Colo. U. ft. Weather Bureau The weuthcr has been warm
and threatening but only a trace of
rain occurred prlur to Sunday afternoon, whorl there was 0.70 Inch. The

grees.

Santa Fe

U. S. Weather Bureau-Threate- ning
weather prevailed almost
every day and a number of light showers occurred amounting to 0.56 incti
precipitation. The temperature of tho
week averaged 66 degrees, or two
a day below the normal. Thtf
highest was 82 degrees and the lowcsl
was 50 degrees. The percentage of
sunshine was low.
White Oaks Robert H. Taylor The
soil is very wet, the precipitation of
the week amounting to 1.50 inches
cloudy
was considerable
There
vt at her.
CHARLES E. LINN' P. Y.
Section Director.

WAY TO KEEP

COOL-FOR- GET

THE HEAT

i

,

had. It's 103 in the shade,' und taking off his coat began to fan himself
vigorously with his hat.
"There Is the true cause for so

much fancied suffering from the heat
Had not some one mentioned It thi
guest would not have thought of
and in ail probability would hav
rested comfortably all of the after

th-he- ut

noon.

"The men who work on the street
don't suffer from the heat. They don'i
think about It. It Is trie people who do
almost nothing or whose attention Is
Is not occupied that suffer most from
the heat. So far as the sweating I?
concerned that Is he;flthy and should
be encouraged rather than suppressed
as It Is by many. Moisture Is cooling
and that is why we are cooler when
we are sweating than when we ar.
not.
When the moisture is on the
body the outside of the body Is not
suffering from the heat and the na'.-urheat of the inside being 98 It I:
quite seldom that It suffers. When the
temperature gets to bo 102 or 103 th
atmosphere is hotter than the body
and the best thing to do then Is to
keep the body covered with as muer
moisture and use as many cooling conveniences as possible. I'm not hot now
while you are." said Mr. Radges aa
the reporter mopped his brow and

!

longed for the sight of an iceberg.
"A small child will exert Itself morí
In Ave hours than a man will in twenty-four.
And yet the child does not

suffer from the heat although the)
play In all the day long. It Is because
they do not think of being warm.
"And then there are various ways of
making ourselves cooler. It is sur- - i
prising to see the number of peoplr
who walk on the sunny side of the
street when they might as well be
In the shade. That Is only one lnstanc
but there are many such. A man
should wear clothing which Is fitted,
for warm Weather and not come on
the street dressed In a black suit ami
derby hat, stand or walk in the sun,
and then remark about the heat t
persons who had not given the mattet
a thought.
Rut the principal thing is
'Don't thing about how hot It Is.' "
BAT

BREAD.

JAFFA'S

l

Saturday, August 11

CREAM

See Oar Windctv

tf

"The Slore That Docs Things."
Our Cash Clearance
Sale begins
Thursday, August 9th. if you want
genuine bargains In silks, dress goods,
linens, wash goods, etc., why come to
this sale. Yon will not ite disappointed at the Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.

The Penny

On Saturday, August 11th, we will put on sale all
of our Summer Silks at greatly reduced prices.
Don't fail to visit us on that date.
Jaffcneea silks, in till colors, 20 Inches wide: regular price 3Rc a
yard. Special Price for Saturday
A few pieces
of Outing Silks; In cheeks. Stripes,
lka (lots,
etc.; regular price 50c a yard. Special Price for Saturday
The .lap Wushtihlc Silks, In fancy OOtOfs; regatar price Oc a
yard. Special Price for Saturday
Pongee Silk, in greys, pule blue, imvv. green md ciiunipngue:
regular price 11.35 a yard. Special Price for Saturday.

ln

Ircade

of Trorum

Complete Change

KRACK

Special Sale 0
Summer Silfo

Good Ttme

WeeK

E-Ver-

.

E

DONT MISS THE GREATEST

The Big Globe Sign on W. Railroad Ave

PLEASURE

If There

ilarly afflicted.
N. W. Spauldlng, President Rpnuld-In- g
Saw Co., San Francisco, had a recovery In his own family and told several others, who recovered.
Adolph Weske, capitalist, San Francisco, recovered himself and told two
friends, who recovered.
Charles Engelke, editor of the German paper, San Francisco, recover vl
himself and told It to a number, who
recovered, ono of them being Charles
F. Wacker, the Sixth street merchant.
R. M. Wood, editor Wine and Spirit
Review, recovered himself and told It
to several, who recovered, among
physician.
them being an
Edward Short, of the San Franclseo
Call recovered, also three of his
friends, viz: William Martin, Captain
Hubbard of the Honolulu route nnd
William Hawkins, of the United States
Department of Sin
Quartermaster's
Francisco.
John A. Phelps, of the Hotel Repeund two of his
ler, San Francisco,
friends, etc., etc.
We again proclaim to all the world
the curability of Chronic Rrlght's Disease and Diabetes.
About 87 per cent of all cases are
curable by Fulton's Compounds. Send
J. H. O'Rielly Co.,
lor literature.
agents, Albuquerque.
When to suspect Brlght's Disease
Weakness or loss of weight; puffy ankles, bands or eyelids; dropsy; Kidney
trouble after the third month; urine
failing vision;
may show sediment;
drowsiness; one or more of these.
ol

ssc

2t6hS.SecondSl ;

T.M.VOis.Trop.

NOT ACCIDENTS
All the parties below bad advanced
cases of chronic Rrlght's Disease or
Diabetes.
Note the certainty of the
results obtained by Fulton's Compounds as shown by the recovery also
of the friends they told who were sim-

4,v

Three down Blouse Patterns, all good shades; regular prices up
to
Special Price for Saturday, per pattern
$2.70
Dress lengths Of 12 yards each, regitlai prices up to $.7S.
Special Price for Saturday, per pattern
$6.9

T

JV

39c

(Not Two Patterns the Same)

OJVE

C

25c

BLOUSE AND DRESS LENGTHS

for

one-stor-

Ru-rea- u

mod-crate-

THE GLOBE STORE

!

Smash the Thermometer and Your
Tcmpt'ruturc Will Drop.
(Topeka Capital.)
"The way to keep cool," says Sam
Radges, who is the de luxe edition of
hot weather philosophy, "Is not to
think of the heat. That Is the reason
why so inar.y people feel the heat as
they do. They think of nothing else
This can be best Illustrated by the
story of a happening some years ago.
"I was coming from .Santa Fe. X
M., and was on my way to Topeka.
One afternoon we reached La Junii
and as the train stopped there foi
some time the crowd left the train
In search of something to eat.
This
was before the new hotel was built at
La Junta and the Delmonlco of the
y
place was a small
building
The guests were sitting along the shady side of the hotel and seemed to be
resting easily.
"Suddenly one of the passengers
greeted an acquaintance among the
crowd of loafers and mopping his face
said, 'Whew it's scandalous hot..' The
friend arose and walking to the thermometer looked at it and almos;
shouted 'it's the hottest day we've

PAGE SEVEN,

Good Blood

dejTces.

Rincón W A. Footc A heavy rain
occurred on the 2nd, amounting to
1.55 Inch and the total for the week
was 1 99 inches. The sunshine per
centage was low and temperatures
were moderate.
The highest was 95
degrees and the lowest was 62 degrees.
Rosedale W. H. Martin Shower?
have continued almost daily, but th?
total precipitation for the
week
amounted to only 0.65 Inch. Very little
sunshine occurred, the average being
about 34 per cent. Rather low temperatures also prevailed, the mean for
the week being 66 degrees; the highest was 82 degrees and the lowest was
54 degrees.

JOURNAll

k

jAr?ylRii75

Dearer

When you can now set, at our Special Sale, Runabout Buggies
AT

$45.00, $55.00 and $65.00.

Look over our large stock at once,

J. KORBER

Quality guaranteed.

& CO.

ADAMS & DILGARO

Corner First Street and Copper Ave.; also 224 North Second
Street, in our New Building. .Albuquerue, N. M.

FUNERAL
DIRECTORS

O. & R. G. SYSTEM
Santa Fe Branch

Eastbound
11:00 a. m.
12:61 p. m.
2:11
m.

Effective December 10, 1905.

STATIONS

.Lv
.Lv

Embalming is Our
Specialty
Street
Cor.
Fifth
and Hullruad Avcnuo
8:80 p. m
Old Phone Blk 298
New Phone 152

Westbound

.....Ar....

Santa Fe

Española
Lv.... 1:26
Lv
Embudo
Lv.... 12:26
2:00
Lv
m.
Baranca
Lv.... 11:86
m.
4:02
.Lv
Servilleta
Lv.... 10:29
4:22
m. .Lv
Tres Piedras
Lv.... 10:00
, Antonlto
6:45
Lv
m.
Lv.... 8:10
8:80
.
m. ,.Lv.
Alamosa
Lv... 6:40 a. m
8:00
m. .Lv.,
Pueble
Lv. . . 11:06 p. m
r
4:35 a. m. . . .Lv.
Colorado Springs
Lv..., 9:40
7:80
Ar
m.
Denver
Lv.., 7:00
Connections At Antonitu for Durango, Silverton and Intermediate points?
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and Intermediate points via either the standard
gauge line via La Veta Pass or the narrow gauge line via Salida, making the
entire trip in daylight and passing through the famous Rojal Gorge, also for
all points on Creede branch.
Trains stop at Embuda for dinner where good meals are served.
S. K. HOOPER, G. P. A. Denver.
A. S. BARNEY, Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.

iVg--
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STONE HOTEL
JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS
Is now open all the year around
Best of Accommodations
Otero's

Bath House
Connection.

Kun

CALL AT OFFICE AND SEE DISPLAY OF RANGES

The Albuquerque Ges, Electric Light and Power Ce
4

In

MRS. WN. ROGERS, Prop
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Stvsh and Doors

Flint and Glass
Contractors' Naterin.li

THIRD to MARQUETTE

eeeeseeeeee

Both Phone,

Railroad Center of
TopeKa
The

Located on the Helen

Cut-o-

rf

of

Atchison

(ZL

JNeto

Santa

Mexico

Fe Ttafltvay

The new City of Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., is at the junction of the main lines of the Santa Fe system
from Chicago to San Francisco and Los Angeles, El Paso Texas and Old Mexico

leading east and west

The Helen Uobun and Improvement Company
(INCORPORATED)

AM) THE OWNBFS OF THB BELEN TOWN8ITB, Consisting of ONE) THOUSAND BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE 'OTS, (slss 11x141 feet) fronting Upon 10 end
streets and avenues, RIGHT in the business
center of the NEW CITT and directly upon the Santa Ps Railway Depot Grounds
The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fa Railway company Is now grading Its extensiva depot grounds and yard Umita lot feet wlda and
a mile long, (capacity of seventy mites of side track) to accomodate Its NEW PASSENGER and FREIGHT depots. HARVET EATING HOUHE, Round House, Coal Chotts, Water Tanks, Machina Shops, ate.
70-fo- et

ski

THE CITY OF

3ELEÍ

sts

Has a population of 160, and several large Mercantile Houses, Th Balea Patent Rollar Milla capacity 110 barrels dally: winery, ate. it is the largest shipping point for flour, wool, wheat, wins, beans, hay and fruit
From Its location open the Great Trunk line, leading North, South, East and West, to all points In the United states and 014 Mexico Its future growth as a Commercial point cannot bo estimated.
In New Mexleo.
All fast limited, mall, express and freight trains will pass through Belen to Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and the Pactflo Coast The water Is good and climate unsurpassed.
Belen has a 110,000 publlo scheol house,
tvA churches, a commercial club, three hotels, restaurants, etc. It needs right now a bakery, tailoring establishment, shoemaker, plumber, planing mill, drug store, barness shop, etc.
THB LOTS OFFERED ARB
may remain on noto and mortgage for ens year with interest at sight per eant per annum.
LOW IN PRICES AND TERMS BAST. One third of purchase money cash; twe-thirTitle perfect and warranty desdi
given. COMB EARLY IF TOU WISH TO SECURE THB CHOIOB LOTS. Fer further particulars and prices of lots call in person or write to
ds

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
--
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ODD CHAIRS

Bhe Hickox May nard Company
Art Exclusive Represer.tatlves

t

The Gorham Manufacturing Co., Sterling Silverware; The Libber Co.,
d
China
Artixtlc Cut Glass, and The W. A. Plckard
Each In It class, and appropriate for Wedding Gifts. Our stock of
Diamonds "never before so complete." TIs a good time for Invest-Ben- t,
as Diamonds are rapidly advancing In value.
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T. Y. Maynard

Hickex
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HARDWARE

ALBUQUERQUE

CO.

Hand-painte-

New Mexico's

Leading Jewelers

South Second Street

The Arch Front
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20 to 50

MEET I
per cent. We gladly show you our stock
leaving your own good judgment do the rest.

FORECAST.

WEATHER
and Arlsona:

We place on sale a big assortment of odd
chairs at greatly reduced prices, among them
a most desirable lot of chairs at a reduction of
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Alaska Refrigerators
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White Mountain Freezers
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DIAMONDS
Our prleee are RIGHT.
When bought right are a good1 Ineestmnit
We Inrlte rpu to call and examine the beautiful diamond goods we are
offering. Also Watches, Jewelry. SUrerware, etc. Mail orders receive
prompt attention.

FVPP1TT
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THE LEADING JEWELER
Railroad Avenue

Sash Doors, Glass Cement

Hardware, Ranch Supplies
AND CROCKERY

AND REX FMNTKOTS ROOFING.

We have purchased a large line of superior grade of Enameled Ware,
including a variety of preserving kettles and pots.

ALBVQVERQVE LIMBER CO
First Street

t Marquette Avenue,

IHHft't't'l'I'i'l'I'l

Albuquerque, New Mexico
SHI ;

!

Agents for Diamond

Ede Tools

&nd Cutlery.

